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Summer 2002 will be remembered as the
“Summer of the Okinawan Festivals.”
From Hilo’s wet and wild Haari Boat Festival at
Wailoa State Park, to Maui‘s wowee of a festival
at the Rinzai Zen Mission in Pā‘ia, to Oahu’s
celebration marking two decades of Okinawan
Festivals — and don’t forget Kaua‘i, which held its
Okinawan Dance Festival earlier in the year —
there’s no question about it: the Uchinanchu spirit
is alive and well in Hawai‘i!
“Spirit of Okinawa” was the theme of the Maui
Okinawa Kenjin Kai’s (MOKK) second annual
Okinawan Festival, which was held Aug. 23 and 24
at the Rinzai Zen Mission in Pā‘ia— one week
after the Hilo Haari Boat Festival. The Maui festival
was held in conjunction with the Rinzai Zen
Mission’s annual o-bon celebration and closed
both nights with the temple’s bon dance. “Spirit
of Okinawa” was co-chaired by Koki Tamashiro,
Mike Hondo and Mark Miyahira, with lots of
support from MOKK members and friends.
Uchinanchu salutes the dedication and hard work
of the various committee chairs on Maui: Traci
Villarosa and Jana Molina (food booths); Judy
Tanaka and Rita Kunitake (craft tent/cultural display); Sumi Kuniyoshi and Grace Oshiro (country
store); Gere Shimomura and Todd Hondo (publicity);
Darren Konno, Wendy Tamashiro and Raina
Takumi (entertainment); Harry Kochi and Clarence
Uehara (grounds, utilities, security); Ted Kesaji and
Kay Nishibayashi (children’s games); Annette
Omuro and Adriene Yamaguchi (hospitality, first
aid, information); Frank Kawahara and Shigeru
Nakamura (clean-up); Colleen Takamura and
Debbie Yoshimi (finance); Lorraine Gibo and
Christine Hondo (scrips, pre-sale); Ed Ige Jr., Ed
Tengan and Helen Tamashiro (purchasing, delivery,
inventory); and Tony Arakaki and Lynette Shiroma
(manpower).
. . . And then there’s the granddaddy of the

Okinawan festivals: the Hawaii United Okinawa
Association’s festival in Honolulu, a Labor Day
weekend tradition since 1982. For 20 years now,
HUOA members have pulled together to share
their culture with residents and visitors alike.
(Uchinanchu takes a look back at the first
Okinawan Festival in 1982 on page 10.) Previous
festivals have attracted more than 50,000 people
during its two-day run.

This year’s Festival, themed “Ichimadin
Kanaganatu,” unfolds Aug. 31 and Sept. 1, at the
Kapi‘olani Park bandstand. It is being co-chaired
by HUOA President-elect George Tamashiro and
Vice President Keith M. Kaneshiro, with more than
1,000 volunteers — Okinawans and Okinawans-atheart — involved in putting on the two-day event.
The cultural activities will begin at 9 a.m., both
days, following a short welcome by 2002 HUOA
President Gladys Tokunaga-Asao. The formal
opening ceremonies on Saturday will begin at
10 a.m. with a colorful parade of HUOA club
banners carried by members of the respective
clubs, the playful and friendly Okinawan shiisa
and a paranku procession.
Scheduled throughout the day on the Kapi‘olani
Park bandstand stage will be performances of
Okinawan music, dance and taiko drumming as
well as karate demonstrations by local students of
the culture. The Festival is an opportunity for
them to showcase the fruits of their hard work
and commitment to the Okinawan culture. This
year’s program will also feature ethnic performances by Korean, Chinese, Hawaiian and Filipino
cultural groups.
Making a hana hou appearance at this year’s
Festival, all the way from Ishigaki Island, via Kin
Town, Okinawa, where he now lives, is Mamoru
Miyagi — described by one Festival-goer last year
as “the Okinawan Ricky Martin.” The popular
singer/songwriter/composer made his international
debut at last year’s Festival. He will be accompanied
by his wife, a piano teacher, who often performs
with him. Many of Miyagi’s songs speak longingly
of the beauty of his island home. A versatile
performer, Miyagi will take the stage both days:
at 2:45 p.m. on Saturday, and on Sunday at 3:30.
And for those who can’t get enough of him,
Miyagi’s two CDs will also be available for purchase
in the Cultural Tent.
In celebration of the 20th anniversary of the
Festival, the HUOA will recognize the many
businesses that have supported the event over

the last two decades.
A lively bon dance featuring both Okinawan and
mainland Japan dance styles will close the Festival
on Saturday. The bon dance, which promises to be
one of the season’s biggest and best, will begin at
6 p.m. and wrap up at 9. If you plan to participate
in the bon dance, keep in mind that the last shuttle bus bound for Kapi‘olani Community College
will leave the park at 9:30 p.m.
As in previous years, Festival-goers can avoid
the anticipated traffic congestion around
Kapi‘olani Park by parking free of charge at
Kapi‘olani Community College and catching the
air-conditioned Okinawan Festival shuttle bus to
the Festival grounds. The shuttle will begin running at 7 a.m. both days and run until 9:30 p.m.
on Saturday, and until 5:30 p.m. on Sunday.
Wheelchair-accessible buses will also be available this year. People with special needs who are
traveling to Kapi‘olani Park on the Handivan or
being dropped off at the park by family members
will be allowed to drop off and turn around inside
the Monsarrat Avenue parking lot.
A wide selection of Okinawan and local foods,
including Pigs Feet Soup, Okinawan soba, yakisoba,
andagi and nmu muchi, are on the menu and
available for purchase.
The traditional arts and culture of Okinawa will
be showcased in the Hui O Laulima cultural tent,
which this year will also feature information and
photos on the Hawaii Okinawa Restaurants project (see project details on page 14). There will
also be bingata kimono- and paranku-dressing and
photo-taking as well as genealogy, language,
Okinawan tattoo information and more. Hui O
Laulima members will be selling their hot-selling
cultural cookbook, “Okinawan Mixed Plate:
Generous Servings of Culture, Customs and
Cuisine,” which is a treasure-trove of information
on Okinawan culture. Bonsai enthusiasts will be
on hand to provide advice and information on
bonsai cultivation.
Festival-goers can take home a bit of Okinawa
with the multitude of food products available in
the “Heiwa Dori”—Hawai‘i’s version of Okinawa’s
popular shopping mall, minus its maze-like layout.
There will also be ample opportunities to shop for
plants, produce and other items in the country
store and the craft gallery. Or, you can glaze your
own raku pot which will be fired and ready for
you to pick up on your way home. There will also
be lots of fun games for the children, including
the popular cool-off activity, the Andagi Dunk.
So . . . make the most of this “summer of
Okinawan festivals” and celebrate to your heart’s
content.
For more information on the Okinawan
Festival, see pages 8 and 9 — and bring the
4-page Festival pull-out section with you to
Kapi‘olani Park.
See you at the Okinawan Festival!
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UCHINANCHU
Ippe nihei deebiru . . mahalo . . .
Uchinanchu is our voice — the voice of the Hawaii United Okinawa Association, its
members, and the “home” we all built together: the Hawaii Okinawa Center. By sharing
information and experiences, Uchinanchu keeps us connected as a family, dedicated to
preserving, sharing and perpetuating our Okinawan cultural heritage.
HUOA received a total of $1,640.00 in contributions for Uchinanchu during the
months of May and June. Every dollar donated — along with the valuable income
from advertising — helps offset the cost of publishing Uchinanchu. HUOA sends a sincere ippe nihei deebiru to the following donors, including two from the Big Island,
three from Maui, one from Kaua‘i and one each from Chicago, Illinois, and
Centreville, Virginia. Mahalo for keeping Uchinanchu alive and thriving.
Anonymous (2)
Eric Akamine
Howard H. Akamine
Edna M. Arakaki
Clarence Y. Asato
Edward & Catherine Asato
George & Jane Asato
Lawrence & Ellen Asato
Nancy H. Asato
Take & Shigeko Azama
Joyce N. Chinen
Kenyu Fukuhara
Shigeko Hata
Kay M. Higa
In Memory of Vicki S. Higa
Larry H. Higa (Chicago, Illinois)
Mitsue Ige

Wataru Isa
Kimiko (Gail) Y. Ishiki
Richard & Yuriko Kadekaru
George K. Kamimura (Wailuku, Maui)
Gentoku Kamiya (Kekaha, Kaua‘i)
Kimiko Kamiya
Stanley Kamiya
Mr. & Mrs. Eikichi Kaneshiro
Richard T. Kaneshiro
Miyoko Kitamura
Mr. & Mrs. Paul K. Kiyabu
George K. & Harriet H. Kobashigawa
Kikuo Kobashigawa
Herbert T.C. Lee
William & Loreen Leong
Haruko H. Matsuda
& son Robert T. Matsuda (Hilo, Hawai‘i)

PLEASE KOKUA!
Production costs for Uchinanchu have escalated due to increases in circulation,
labeling expenses and postage. Your contribution to help defray some of the
expenses is greatly appreciated.

Name:
Address:

Enclosed is my donation of $

Hm. phone:

Please send your donation to

HUOA Newsletter Fund, 94-587 Ukee Street, Waipahu, HI 96797

UCHINANCHU ADVERTISING RATES
SIZE –

1

Half page 10 /4” x 8” • 1/4 page 5” x 8” • 1/5 page 5” x 4”
1

1

1/6 page 3 /4” x 3” • 1/8 page 3 /4” x 2”
COST – Single issue Half-$600

• 1/4 -$300

• 1/5 -$150

• 1/6-$75

• 1/8-$50

Half-$1,100 • 1/4-$500

• 1/5-$250

• 1/6-$125

• 1/8-$90

Three issues Half-$1,620 • 1/4-$810

• 1/5-$405

• 1/6-$200

• 1/8-$135

Half-$3,000 • 1/4-$1,500 • 1/5-$750

• 1/6-$375

• 1/8-$250

Twelve issues Half-$6,000 • 1/4-$3,000 • 1/5-$1,500 • 1/6-$750

• 1/8-$500

Two issues
Six issues

Prices reflect camera ready ads. There will be a $25.00 minimum fee for production work.
Please contact Karen Kuba-Hori at 676-5400 or 676-7811 (fax) for more information.
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Uchinanchu is the newsletter of the Hawaii United Okinawa Association. Although subject to change,
issues will be published monthly during this centennial year of Okinawan immigration to Hawaii.
Volunteer writers are welcome. Send your name, address and telephone number to Uchinanchu
Newsletter, Hawaii United Okinawa Association, 94-587 Ukee St., Waipahu, Hawaii 96797.
E-mail articles to Kchinen@lava.net
Uchinanchu reserves the right to edit all material for clarity and accuracy.
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Shizue Nakama
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(Wailuku, Maui)
Ronald K. Namihira
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas Nishimura
Jane U. Oshiro
In Memory of Sei Serikaku
Gladys S. Shimabuku
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
by Gladys Tokunaga-Asao
Tamagusuku Club
Thirty years ago, I was just being introduced to the activities of the Hawaii United
Okinawa Association, formerly UOA. Little did I know that history was being made
and Okinawa was once again to become a prefecture of Japan.
Reversion had taken place and my cousins and relatives in Okinawa became citizens
of Japan. They no longer needed a passport to travel from Naha to Tokyo. What social
and economic changes have they experienced since reversion . . . in these past 30 years?
As an invited guest representing our community at the ceremonies commemorating
the 30th anniversary of Okinawa’s reversion, I was seated among other dignitaries
representing different
kenjinkai organizations in
the Concert Hall of the
Okinawa Convention
Center. It was May 19th
and security was incredibly
tight with Prime Minister
Junichiro Koizumi of
Japan, U.S. Ambassador
Howard Baker and other
American and international
diplomats and guests in
attendance.
A flawless, very dignified
program was executed.
Japanese Prime Minister Junichiro Koizumi posed for a photo with
There were speeches
HUOA President Gladys Tokunaga-Asao and N&K Travel’s Nadine
which praised the accom- Shimabukuro at the 30th anniversary of reversion ceremonies in
Okinawa in May.
plishments of Okinawa
and the support and cooperation that Japan and the United States have expended
to the gracious people of Okinawa.
Whether the changes in the past 30 years have been to the benefit or disadvantage
of Okinawa and its citizens will depend on whom you speak with. However,
throughout its history, Okinawans have faced many changes and they continue to
overcome hardships of every intensity.
I am truly awed by our forefathers’ strength and tenacity. I am inspired by their
diligence for honesty and hard work. I am fueled by their example of determination
to “get the job done” while maintaining the spirit of kanaganatu. It is the pride I
feel in being Uchinanchu to forever embrace the spirit that has moved everyone to
join their hearts in understanding and hands in cooperation to successfully overcome any adversity or challenge.
We have challenges within our own community, too. And, I am deeply appreciative
of the officers, club presidents, advisors and volunteers who have joined me in
pursuing the challenges of 2002 to preserve, perpetuate and promote the Okinawan
culture through the projects, events and goals of the HUOA.
On some recent events, we wish to thank Takezo Toma and his group for a
wonderful performance on June 15th to commemorate his 35th anniversary in the
Okinawan performing arts. He proved his skillfulness as a traditional dancer as well
as a genius in his entertaining skits in Uchinaaguchi. We would like to thank him for
his gift of two maku, one of the traditional zashiki, or parlor scene, and the one he
used for his quick costume changes. We extend our appreciation to the Okinawa
Tourist Service for their gift of an exquisite backdrop curtain which is painted in a
traditional bingata design of shochikubai and tsurukame. These maku will enhance
future performances at the Hawaii Okinawa Center and make us recall Mr. Toma’s
wonderful presentation and Okinawa Tourist’s generosity to the HUOA.
The HUOA extends its congratulations to Mitsuko Toguchi Sensei for staging a
first-ever, Okinawan classical women’s dance concert to the accompaniment of
national treasures from Japan and the United States, Masao Shimabukuro Sensei and
Harry Seisho Nakasone Sensei, with guest artists and musicians from Okinawa,
California and Hawai‘i. Over a thousand people at the Hawai‘i Theatre Center
attended the concert on June 22nd. The HUOA expresses its heartfelt appreciation
to Toguchi Sensei for her very generous donation.
We extend our Aloha to the Kaiho Maru which came into Honolulu port on June
30th for a short stay. Thanks go to Victor Yamashiroya and his family in relaying our
Aloha to Captain Miyagi, his crew and trainees.
Mayor Takeshi Onaga of Naha City, Mrs. Onaga, Naha City Council Chair Eisaku Yara
(continued on next page)
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE (continued)
and their delegation
were invited to the
Hawai‘i’s Sister-Summit
2002. During their trip
to Hawai‘i, a fellowship
gathering was held at
the Hawaii Okinawa
Center on July 11th
with our HUOA ohana.
Members of Mayor
Onaga’s support group
(Koen Kai) from
Okinawa also attended
the gathering. They
At a reception at the Hawaii Okinawa Center, Naha City Mayor
Takeshi Onaga and his wife smile broadly as he shows off the koa
were pleased to meet
members of the HUOA, box presented to him by HUOA President Gladys Tokunaga-Asao on
behalf of the organization. Mayor Onaga was in Hawai‘i to attend
especially those from
the State of Hawai‘i’s Sister Summit.
our Naha clubs. Thank
you to everyone for joining us to give Mayor and Mrs. Onaga our Hawaiian-style
Uchinanchu welcome!
Thank you to President Makiya of the Okinawa Hawaii Kyokai, other friends
from Okinawa, and our golf ohana from Hawai‘i for coming together at the New
Ewa Beach Golf Club for a wonderful time at the Okinawa Hawaii Golf
Tournament on July 19th (180 golfers in all!). This tournament was held to benefit
the Okinawa Hawaii Kyokai, our support group in Okinawa, and to strengthen the
understanding and relationship that we have among our “brothers and sisters”
through a great game of golf. The fellowship enjoyed by all truly exemplified the
essence of Ichimadin Kanaganatu. Ippe nifee deebiru to all participants and our
volunteer corps for a successful tournament.
Mahalo Nui Loa to co-chairs George Tamashiro and Keith Kaneshiro on bringing
together the committees, volunteers for our biggest event of the year, the
Okinawan Festival. It will be the 20th Festival and we anxiously await the
announcement of the special plans for one of Hawai‘i’s most anticipated and most
attended ethnic events.
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OKINAWA’S YUIKO MAJIKINA SENSEI PLANS
HAWAII PERFORMANCE
“Churashima Hawaii Ni Mau (We will dance in beautiful Hawaii)” will be the
theme of a benefit performance for the Hawaii United Okinawa Association by
students of the Majikina Yuiko Ryubu Dojo, led by Yuiko Majikina Sensei from
Motobu-cho, Okinawa. The performance will be held Sunday, Oct. 6, at 2 p.m. at
the Hawaii Okinawa Center. Sensei will be bringing about 17 dancers and four
musicians from Okinawa for the performance and more than a dozen supporters.
Rounding out the musical ensemble will be members of the Afuso Ryu Gensei Kai
- Hawaii Shibu, under the direction of Grant Murata Sensei.
The group is planning to perform 11 dances, four of
which Sensei choreographed herself. The dancers are
members of the Motobu-Cho Fujinkai (women’s group)
of the Majikina Honryu, Majikina Yuiko Ryubu Dojo.
They will be joined by Hawai‘i dancer Kelly Takamiya,
who earned her shinjinsho (first level certificate) as a
student of Yuiko Majikina Sensei while teaching high
school in Okinawa. Takamiya will perform “Kashikake,”
a classical Okinawan women’s dance, with Yuiko
Sensei’s students.
Yuiko Majikina Sensei was a student of the late Iemoto
(Grand Master) Yuko Majikina, sokei (founder) of
Majikina Honryu; she began studying with him in 1957. Yuiko Majikina Sensei
In his lifetime, Yuko Majikina was proclaimed a Living
Treasure of Okinawa. The Iemoto is the father of Yoshino Majikina Nakasone, head
of Hawai‘i’s Majikina Honryu Buyo Dojo, and her sister, Yoshinae, who, together,
now head the Majikina Honryu school. Yoshino Majikina Sensei and her students
are handling the performance and production logistics for Yuiko Sensei’s show.
In 1998, she celebrated the 40th anniversary of teaching and performing the
Majikina style of dance with a grand recital in Okinawa. Tickets for the 2 p.m.
performance are $10; a $15 post-performance Aloha Party with a heavy pupu
menu will begin about 5 p.m. For more information, call the Hawaii Okinawa
Center at 676-5400.
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OUR CLUBS, OUR FUTURE
KANEGUSUKU SONJIN KAI . . . by Ed Kino
Mahalo to Henry Nagamine for attending the
HUOA Leadership Workshop at the Hawaii
Okinawa Center on May 11. Also, thank you to
Richard Shimabukuro for marching with
Kanegusuku’s banner in Kintetsu’s Matsuri in
Hawaii parade on June 9 in Waikiki.
Kanegusuku Golf Club’s second Blind Man
Tournament of the year is scheduled for Tuesday,
July 23, at the Ewa Village Golf Course.
Coordinator Ken Tome has scheduled an 11:36
a.m. tee-time, but golfers are asked to report at
10:30 a.m. to expedite sign-up.
Thanks to those members who sold Okinawan
Festival scrips to offset our annual shinnen enkai
expenses for door prizes, pupus, drinks and food.
We will again run the Pigs Feet Soup booth on
Saturday, Aug. 31, from 7:30 a.m. until 1 p.m.
HUI OKINAWA . . . by
Amy Shiroma
Michelle Hokulani
Wong, who graduated
with honors from
Honokaa High School,
was awarded the 2002
Jack and Otome
Miyashiro Scholarship
(previously known as
the Jack Miyashiro
Michelle Wong
Scholarship). Michelle is
the daughter of Michael and Julie Wong of
Kamuela. She was selected for the $2,000 scholarship based on her academic excellence, her many
extra-curricular activities and her volunteerism.
Wong will attend the University of Hawai‘i at Hilo
this fall, where she plans to major in marine
biology and Japanese studies.
Michelle participated in the 2001 DOE-HUOA
Hawai‘i–Okinawa Student Exchange Program and
fell in love with Okinawa: its people culture, food
and arts. Upon returning to school, she shared her
experiences with her fellow students.
Michelle has been taking karate from Richard
Nakano Sensei for eight years and is now a black
belt. She earned her black belt teaching the
younger students karate and cultural protocol.
Her love for the ocean led her to volunteer with
the Junior Lifeguard Program at Hapuna Beach,
where she teaches youngsters CPR, first aid and
ocean safety. She also volunteers at the Hawaii
Marine Mammal Consortium, studying whale
migration.
The scholarship was re-established as the Jack
and Otome Miyashiro Scholarship following the
passing of Jack Miyashiro in March of this year.
Jack Miyashiro was a pioneer and leader in the Big
Island’s tourism industry. He and his wife Otome
founded Jack’s Tours, which became the largest
Big Island ground transportation provider.
Although Jack Miyashiro was not able to attend to
high school, he was committed to giving back to
the community by providing scholarships so
young people could continue their education.
Crystal Kaneshiro, a senior double-majoring in
computer science and math at the University of
Hawai‘i at Hilo, has been awarded the 2002 Hui
Okinawa College Scholarship. Kaneshiro was
selected because of her outstanding scholastic
achievements and numerous extra-curricular activities.
Kaneshiro plans to use the $1,000 scholarship
to enroll in a software engineering practicum
course at UH-Hilo. She will have to create a software

application that can be used in the business world.
Crystal, who is the daughter of Clifford and
Susan Kaneshiro, has been an active participant in
many Hui Okinawa activities since 1990. A talented eisa dancer, she has
performed at many club
functions as well as at
UH Hilo’s International
Night.
The Hui Okinawa
College Scholarship is
awarded annually to a
current university
student. Selection is
based on academic
Crystal Kaneshiro
records, extra-curricular
participation in school and community, and active
participation in Okinawan culture.
Hui Okinawa awarded its 2002 High School
Scholarship to another of Clifford and Susan
Kaneshiro’s children—son Kevin, an incoming
senior at Hilo High School. Kevin plans to major
in computer science at the University of Hawai‘i
at Hilo when he enters college in fall 2003.
Kevin’s active participation in Hui Okinawa and
its activities earned him the $1,000 scholarship. In
July 2000, he was one of five students from Hilo
chosen to sail to Okinawa with the Kin Town
“Voyage of Rediscovery”
as part of the Okinawan
Centennial Celebration.
During the trip, Kevin
learned the shishi mai
dance, which he has performed several times for
Hui Okinawa activities.
He received Hui
Okinawa’s Warabincha
Award four times. The
Kevin Kaneshiro
award is given to Hui
Okinawa youths for their active participation in
the club.

Dressed in an eisa outfit, Kevin Kaneshiro performs the “Shishi Mai”
dance with fellow Hui Okinawa members Jonathan Hara and Owen
Tomori (in the shishi costume) at a Kin Town reception in July 2000.

ITOMAN SHIJIN KAI . . . by Jane Takayesu
Earlier this year, Yumiko Kashima and Komei
Ishiki from Itoman Shi came to interview Issei
Masakichi Gima, Kenichi Kaneshiro and Chiyo
Takayesu. They also met with Kibei-Nisei, post-war
Issei and older Nisei. Kashima and Ishiki were
kept busy with morning and afternoon meetings
every day for two weeks.
They also interviewed the children of the late
Kamesuke Kakazu and Ushikichi Nakama, who
were instrumental in sending hogs to devastated
Okinawa in the aftermath of World War II, and
spent a day in Hilo, where they met with members
of the Itoman community there. A couple of people
even flew in from California for the interviews.
Ishiki and Kashima are gathering information for a

Komei Ishiki (left) and Yumiko Kashima (far right) interviewed
Itoman Shijin Kai member Mrs. Toshiko Tengan. Itoman member
Kevin Uyehara videotaped all of the interviews.

book on emigration from Itoman.
A number of important dates are coming up
for Itoman Shijin Kai members. Please mark your
calendars:
• Picnic: The annual Itoman/Motobu picnic will be
held Sunday, Aug. 11, at Ala Moana Park, Area
28, from 8:30 a.m. to 3 p.m. Come and join the
fun!
• Okinawan Festival: We are still recruiting workers
for the Children’s Crafts and Games booth. Call
President Jane Takayesu at 839-2151 to sign up
to help and also for Festival scrip.
• Our general membership meeting will be held
Tuesday, Nov. 12, 6:30 p.m., at the home of
President Jane Takayesu in Moanalua Valley. The
agenda will include discussion on our participation in the Winter Craft Fair and our next shinnen enkai, scheduled for March 8, 2003. Call
Jane Takayesu for more information.
OKINAWAN GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY OF HAWAII .
. . by Nancy Tome
The Okinawan Genealogical Society of Hawaii
(OGSH) welcomes anyone interested in Okinawan
genealogy to our meetings, which are held on the
third Saturday of each month, from 9 a.m. to 12
noon at the Hawaii Okinawa Center. Scheduling
conflicts sometimes necessitate a change in our
meeting dates, so please call the HOC at 676-5400
to confirm the time and place.
The OGSH was established in March 1993. We
have about 80 members. Our president, Nancy Tome,
is a member of the Hawaii Shuri-Naha Club, and
also volunteers at the Hawaii Okinawa Center
on Fridays.
The club helps members and others with
Okinawan connections find their roots. We also
learn about our cultural heritage, which includes
all aspects of Okinawa — its history, customs and
people. Guidebooks are available to help members
start their search for their family roots. OGSH
members also help each other and share information. Translators are available to help read
documents written in Japanese.
OGSH members participate in Neighbor Island
festivals, other ethnic organizations’ genealogy
fairs and whenever we are called upon to assist.
We are also building a “bridge” to Okinawa to
obtain genealogical information. We welcome you
to visit our table in the Cultural Tent at the
Okinawan Festival at Kapiolani Park, Aug. 31 and
Sept. 1. Mensoree!
For more information on the Okinawan
Genealogical Society of Hawaii, call me at
373-9210, or June Arakawa at 845-0194.
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AI SAITO EXPERIENCES OKINAWA AS ITOMAN INTERN
by Jane Takayesu, Itoman Shijin Kai

Okinawa are appreciated, respected, honored and well taken care of, just
Itoman Shijin Kai member Ai Saito recently returned to Hawai‘i after
like they should be.”
spending six months immersed in Itoman and Okinawan culture as
Ai took in a great deal of sightseeing, visiting various parts of
one of two international interns in Itoman City. Ai and her Brazilian
Okinawa with her friend from Brazil and another from Australia. The
colleague attended Japanese language classes and learned eisa and
Itoman government even sent them on a three-day trip to Miyako Island.
Okinawan dance. She also took sanshin lessons, ikebana and took
She also had an opportunity to participate in many unique
ceramics classes where she made a pair of shiisa for her home.
Okinawan and Itoman community events
In a letter to Itoman Shijin Kai memand festivals, such as the tsunahiki
bers, she wrote, “Everyone that I’ve met,
(tug-of-war), the Worldwide Uchinanchu
from the officials of City Hall to the obas
Festival, community and school undokai
(grandmas) at the ichiba (marketplace)
(field days), the Illumination Festival at
have been so kind and encouraging. It
Nishizaki Park, and the opening of the
seems that the old Okinawan saying,
new Itoman City Hall.
‘Ichariba chode’ — once we meet, we
Said Ai of the experience: “I believe
are family — still holds true.”
that one of the secrets to Okinawan
Because of her special interest in
longevity and good health is that they
elementary and special education,
are always celebrating something! The
Itoman City created a program so she
Okinawans, young and old, are truly joycould visit schools where the children
ous and vibrant people.”
greeted her with special activities. Ai
Ai was born and raised in Tokyo. She
was also interested in working with the
moved to Hawai‘i during high school and
elderly, so they arranged for her to visit
Okinawan woman/American woman: Ai Saito dressed in a bingata kimono and
enrolled at Iolani School. Ai graduated
a welfare center and a nursing home
hanagasa headdress.
from the University of Hawai‘i and will
where she helped bathe and feed the
begin her teaching career this fall as a fifth grade teacher in a public
seniors and talked story with them. She learned of the various services
school.
and activities available to the elderly. “I observed that the elders in

Isaac
Honolulu City Council District 6
Alewa Heights • Chinatown • Downtown • Kalihi Valley • Kamehameha Heights • Kapalama
Liliha • Makiki • Nu‘uanu • Pacific Heights • Papakolea • Pauoa • Pu‘unui • Tantalus

It’s time for ...

Fresh Representation!

saac Hokama shares your pride in the Okinawan culture. The proof is in the performance — year in, year out — and not just during a
campaign. In 1975, at the age of 22, Isaac served his first term as president of Ozato Doshi Kai (an honor he would again hold in 1985).
In 1978, he served as auditor for the UOA. In 1980, he embarked on the Cultural Study Tour sponsored by the Okinawan government.
Led UOA Study Tours in 1987, 1990 & 1991 • 1982, President, Young Okinawans of Hawaii • 1984-1989, Editor, Uchinanchu Newsletter • 1990,
Okinawan Celebration Committee Program Chair • 1990, Oversaw moving the Okinawan Festival to Kapiolani Park for the first time • 19881991, UOA Vice President • 1991, UOA President. Isaac and his father, Seian (pictured together, above), may be the first father and son to have
both served as UOA presidents • 1991, Isaac initiated first UOA Craft Fair. Started UOA Inter Club softball & volleyball program • 1990-1992,
HOC trustee • 1990, Isaac produced “Uchinanchu Live” program at the NBC. 1988, he produced the “Chibariyo” CD • 1999, he produced a
double CD. Both recording projects have been excellent fundraising tools for the HUOA, as well as lasting documents celebrating our local
Uchinanchu talent. For 25 years, Isaac has demonstrated his commitment, creativity, leadership and hard work to guide and support the HUOA.
He will do the same on the Honolulu City Council. Tell your friends that it’s time for Fresh Representation. Ippei Nihei Debiru...

I

“Everywhere I go in the
community, Isaac is always
there, doing his thing.
That’s why I love the guy —
he’s a worker, not just a talker.”

“Isaac is a natural
leader who can rally
people to work towards
a common goal.
He leads by example.”

– Legendary football coach
and community leader,
Skippa Diaz

– Former City Prosecutor
Keith Kaneshiro

Paid for by Friends for Isaac • 1212 Nu‘uanu Avenue, #2509 • Honolulu • Hawai‘i • 96817 • Calvin Sumida, Treasurer • Barry Zane, Chair
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IPPE NIHWE DEBIRU . . . MAHALO!
FOR “PRESERVING OUR LEGACY”
by Jon Itomura
Chair, HUOA Fund Development Committee
Young Okinawans of Hawaii, Chatan-Kadena Chojin Kai
On behalf of the Hawaii United Okinawa Association, I wish to extend a warm
and sincere “Ippe Nihwe Debiru!” for your generous contributions during the
2001–02 “Preserving Our Legacy” fundraising letter drive. Thanks to your generous
contributions, the “Preserving Our Legacy” fund drive raised more than $9,000 in
the last five months. Unfortunately, we remain $26,862 short of our annual goal
of $120,000. Still, considering the unfortunate events of September 11th and the
unstable local and national economic situation, your generosity surpassed our
humble expectations.
The Fund Development Committee remains focused on the Hawaii United
Okinawa Association’s mission to preserve, perpetuate and promote our
Okinawan culture and to maintain our home, the Hawaii Okinawa Center, for
future generations of Hawaii Uchinanchu. Every penny you contribute to the
HUOA represents your commitment to this mission as well.
For the past three years, the annual goal for the “Preserving Our Legacy” fund
drive has been $120,000 — the amount presently needed to operate the Hawaii
Okinawa Center. Funds generated from craft fairs and the Okinawan Festival are
used to fund HUOA’s numerous cultural programs. Administrative and facility
maintenance costs, while included in the general budget, are raised primarily
through donations.
Twelve years ago, the HUOA realized its dream for a “home” when it opened
the doors of the Hawaii Okinawa Center. The tireless efforts of many special
individuals and companies who supported a vision to build a legacy should never
be forgotten nor taken for granted. As I mentioned in an earlier article, while the
number of individual donors has increased, the individual amounts and number
of repeat donors has dwindled.
The Fund Development Committee will continue to focus its efforts on educating the Uchinanchu community and Uchinanchu-at-heart on the importance of
“Preserving Our Legacy” and keeping you informed of how your donations are
being utilized. Without your continued support for the HUOA and the Hawaii
Okinawa Center, we face the real possibility of losing an important venue for our
HUOA cultural and educational outreach programs, or of having to terminate a
number of valuable programs.
The Fund Development Committee expresses a sincere Ippe Nihwe Debiru . . .
mahalo . . . to all who have made generous donations to HUOA. Mahalo nui loa
for your continued support. On behalf of the officers and Board of Directors of
the HUOA and our many valuable volunteers, the Fund Development Committee
respectfully requests your continued and active participation in our third annual
“Preserving Our Legacy” fund drive. In the spirit of ukazi debiru (because of you),
let’s all work together to ensure a bright financial future for our “home”— the
Hawaii Okinawa Center. We look forward to your generous support when we
launch our 2002-03 fund drive later this year.

The following donations for the Hawaii Okinawa Center “Preserving Our
Legacy” annual fund drive were received between April 1 and June 30, 2002.
Thank you very much for preserving our legacy by supporting the Hawaii
Okinawa Center and Hawaii United Okinawa Association.
GOLD ($1,000 – $2,499)
In Memory of Mrs. Goji Ige
In Memory of the late Toshiko Hokama by William & Loreen Leong
In Memory of Umeko Nakamoto
SILVER ($500 – $999)
In Memory of Kamesuke Nakamura
Yoshimori Miyashiro
by Yonabaru Chojin Kai
In Memory of the late Jhosuke Asato
In Celebration of Wallace S. Chinen’s
In Memory of Larry S. Kobashigawa
Tookachi 88th Birthday by Joyce,
Eunice, Karleen & Carlton
BRONZE ($250 – $499)
Anonymous
(SUPPORTER $50 – $99)
Richard Y. Chinen
James & Mildred Arakaki
Jane F. Serikaku
Roy Hajime Arakaki
In Memory of Sei Serikaku
Eiko Higa
Kenneth Higa
CONTRIBUTOR ($100 – $249)
Robert K. & Becky S. Nakasone
Steven Arashiro
In Memory of Kamesuke Nakamura
Catherine Morishige
by Rene A. Kubo
Stanley & Mitsuko Nakamura
In Memory of Kamesuke Nakamura
James C. Sakugawa & Sons
by Satsuki Ushijima and Mr. & Mrs.
Masao & Jane Shiroma
Ronald Ushijima
Kisei Teruya
Tokujin & Edith Tamashiro
FRIEND ($25 – $49)
Hiroake & Marian Uyehara
Matsumori Arashiro
Steven Y. & Hatsuye Uyehara
George T. & Carole H. Kido
In Memory of Mr. & Mrs. Shoho Asato Michael Kim
and Mr. & Mrs. Taro Shimabukuro
Miyoko Kitamura
In Memory of Kiyoko Chinen,
Janet Uyechi
Uto Katsu Arata and Roy Yonahara
OTHER
by Karleen Chinen
In Memory of Kosei & Yamato Fukuhara In Memory of Victor I. Yamashita

for your support
and trust
Thank you,

PATSY T. MINK
U.S. House of Representatives
2nd Congressional district
Paid for by the Patsy T. Mink Campaign Committee.
John F. Mink, Chair*, P.O. Box 479, Honolulu, Hawai‘i 96809
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REMEMBERING ALBERT T. TERUYA
by Karleen C. Chinen
Bito Doshi Kai

Times Grill. Two years later, they sold the restaurant
and took some time to mull over their future. After
some serious thinking, they decided to pursue what
Herman never got the chance to do: They got into the
supermarket business. In 1949, Albert and Wallace

Albert Teruya with the late Gov. Junji Nishime at the Hawaii
Okinawa Center in June 1990 — one day before the Center officially opened to the public.

opened their first Times Supermarket in McCully — the
first of 13 stores. They dedicated their second store, in
Waialae-Kahala, in Herman’s memory.
Many of Times’ early employees gathered at Hosoi
Garden Mortuary to bid a fond farewell to the boss

An ancient Eastern proverb says that meeting is the beginning
of parting, while an Okinawan adage —“Ichariba Choodee”—tells
us that once we meet and talk, we are brothers and sisters forever.
So it is that I bid you a fond Aloha as HUOA’s Executive Director.
Five years have passed quickly and I leave with many fond memories.
Most of all, I leave knowing that I now have many more brothers
and sisters. No longer the Executive Director but now a volunteer,
I hope to see you again soon. I have learned much about
chimugukuru and about yuimaaruu, but most of all I have learned
“Shikinoo chui shiihii shiru kurasuru” — let us live helping each
other in this world.
Ippe Nihwee Deebiru and Aloha! Live long and prosper.
Gary T. Honda

RE-ELECT

If you had to describe the life of Albert Takeo Teruya
(Yago: Uyehanjame) in just two words, “can do” would
be a pretty good choice — for all you’d have to do is
reflect on Albert Teruya’s life and the world of possibilities
his bright eyes always saw — and you’d understand.
Albert Teruya, who, with his brother Wallace, built
the Times Supermarkets empire, passed away on July
21 at the age of 89 following a long illness. Albert,
whose wife Rose Sadako (Uchima), passed away several
years ago, is survived by daughters Lorraine Yoshioka
and Arlene Kozuma and sons Elton and Galen Teruya,
four grandchildren and two great-grandchildren; and
brothers Wallace and Robert Teruya and sisters Doris
Uyehara and Barbara Teruya.
With his passing, Hawai‘i lost a giant of man, one of
those rare, all-around individuals: a loving family man,
a smart and compassionate businessman, respected
community leader, a man in touch with his roots, a man
whose heart was filled with chimugukuru. At funeral
services for him on Aug. 3, he was remembered fondly
as all of those and more.
The eldest son of Ushi and Kame Teruya who had
immigrated to Hawai‘i from Aza Oroku in the early
1900s, Albert was born on Feb. 6, 1913, in Honomū on
the Big Island. Wallace, his brother and lifelong business
partner, was born two years later. Like most of the
immigrants who settled along the Hamakua Coast, Ushi
Teruya worked in sugar — initially for Honomū Sugar
Company and later as an independent grower in
Nīnole, where the last four Teruya children were born.
Former HUOA President Dexter Teruya said his uncle
likely inherited his grandfather’s entrepreneurial spirit.
He was indeed an entrepreneur — and one who was
not afraid of hard work. Forced to quit school after the
eighth grade, he moved to O‘ahu with his cousin, Kame
Uyehara. Albert work for a number of Honolulu restaurants, learning the trade on-the-job. In 1935, Albert and
Wallace embarked on their first business venture: T&W
Lunch Counter in downtown Honolulu, serving breakfast
and lunch Monday through Saturday. In 1939, the
brothers opened Times Grill, which later would be
occupied by Columbia Inn, owned by brothers Gentaro
and Toshi Kaneshiro, whose parents — like the Issei
Teruyas — had emigrated from Aza Oroku.
Albert continued to run Times Grill during the war,
while younger brothers Wallace and Herman served
with the 100th Infantry Battalion in Europe. Herman
did not survive the war. Like his brothers, he was an
entrepreneur — but of a different breed. Restaurant
work didn’t interest him; he wanted to open a retail
grocery store.
Wallace returned from the war and rejoined Albert at

who had treated them like his own family.
Besides being a successful businessman who was
involved in numerous organizations, Albert Teruya
worked tirelessly for the community. Honoring his
Okinawan roots was important to him, and he gave his
all to support the Uchinanchu community — from
chairing the new building project for Jikoen Temple, to
serving as Chair of the celebration marking the 80th
anniversary of Okinawan immigration to Hawai‘i, to
sharing his thoughts on plans for the Hawaii Okinawa
Center, to actively participating in raising the $9 million for the HOC, to serving as Chair of the Center’s
first Board of Trustees.
Edward Kuba, who headed the Center’s fundraising
drive, noted that Albert Teruya was respected as a successful businessman not only in Hawai‘i, but in
Okinawa as well. He willingly traveled to Okinawa to
meet personally with potential donors to the Hawaii
Okinawa Center. At last year’s Worldwide Uchinanchu
Festival, Albert Teruya was one of six Hawai‘i individuals
honored by the Okinawa Prefectural Government.
Dexter Teruya represented his uncle at the presentation.
In his eulogy, Dexter recalled that his uncle was a
member of the HOC’s “One Million Dollar Committee,”
which was formed to raise the last million dollars needed
for the Center. The members had vowed to grow
mustaches until they met the $1 million goal. “I
remember being present at the men’s barbershop in
Liberty House at Ala Moana when my former boss at
Amfac/JMB Hawaii, Rod Wilson, gave Albert a shave.
Amfac had pledged the final $75,000 to put the
committee over their mark,” said Dexter.
He closed his eulogy by sharing with the audience
something he learned from his uncle’s cousin Taro during an earlier trip to Okinawa. During a get-together,
Taro told Dexter that Albert’s favorite song was
“Ashimiji Bushi.” When he returned to Hawai‘i, Dexter
located the song, which was performed at the funeral
by Oroku Azajin members Allison Ebesu and Kenton
Odo. “I was able to find the song and the meaning and
I immediately knew why it was his favorite . . .”
Ashimiji yu nagachi
Hatarachuru hitu nu
Kukuru urishi sa ya
Yusunu shiyumi
Yusunu shiyumi
“Yuiyasaasaa”
Yusunu shiyumi
Shurayo shura hatarakana
Working hard till you sweat pours
Brings an inner satisfaction that only you
experience . . .

Mahalo
for your support.
Paid for by friends of Ann Kobayashi
1489 Kapiolani Blvd., Hon., HI 96814
Harold Han, Campaign Chair
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COUNTDOWN TO THE FESTIVAL!
The 2002 Okinawan Festival is just around the corner, bringing together
more than a thousand volunteers for the two-day event.
There’s still a lot of work to be done before the big weekend. If you
have some free time to help out with any of these tasks, your kokua will
be greatly appreciated. Please call the HUOA office at 676-5400 to offer
your help.
Tuesday, Aug. 20:
• Ginger root-cleaning and konbu-tying. 12:30 p.m. @ HOC.
• Vegetable and luncheon meat cutting cutting. 4-7 p.m. @ Zippy’s
central kitchen. Please bring your own knife and cutting board — and
a jacket (it gets cold in the air-conditioned kitchen!).
Sunday, Aug. 25: Festival pots and pans cleaning. 8 a.m. @ HOC.
Tuesday-Friday, Aug. 27-30: Festival site preparation @ Kapi‘olani Park
(detailed work plan follows). Volunteers are needed to help with a variety
of tasks. Call HUOA at 676-5400, or go down to the Festival site. Good
fellowship and refreshments provided!

Sunday, Sept. 1: (after Festival closes at 5 p.m.)
• General clean-up, throw all rubbish into dumpsters
• Fold tables and chairs and stack neatly in designated areas.
• Move equipment going back to HOC near the holding tent.
• Move HUOA equipment and furniture close to dirt road.

Thursday, Aug. 29: Festival T-shirt folding. 6 p.m. @ HOC (Teruya
Pavilion).
Friday, Aug. 30: Yakidofu cutting for Okinawan Plate. 5 p.m. @ Aloha
Tofu (961 Akepo Ln. in Palama). Please bring your own knife and cutting
board.

Monday, Sept. 2: Finish noon-ish (lunch and drinks provided by HUOA)
• Clean grounds of all Festival trash
• Help carpenters dismantle stage props and platforms and load into HUOA
container
• Dismantle HUOA tents for return to HOC
• Load furniture and other items for return to HOC
• Compile list of items in HUOA container for future reference
• Gather and stack traffic barriers close to bandstand entrance

Friday & Saturday, Aug. 30 & 31: Drop-off donations of plants, vegetables, miscellaneous items for Country Store at Festival grounds — or if
nonperishable, please drop off at the Hawaii Okinawa Center prior to
the Festival.
Aug. 31 & Sept. 1: 20th annual Okinawan Festival @ Kapiolani Park.

Tuesday, Sept. 3: Finish noon-ish (lunch and drinks provided by HUOA)
• Volunteers needed to re-fill ground holes from tent spikes

KAPIOLANI PARK SITE WORK PLAN
Tuesday, Aug. 27: (lunch and drinks provided by HUOA)
• Strong, able-bodied volunteers needed to help volunteer carpenters
unload the HUOA container

ATTENTION COUNTRY STORE DONORS!

Wednesday, Aug. 28: (lunch and drinks provided by HUOA)
• Help put up HUOA tents (Hospitality, Games and Shave Ice)
• Put up chicken wire around tents according to specifications of tent
openings

The Hawaii United Okinawa Association regrets that it can no longer
accept donations of nantu and other home-made goodies for our
Country Store. For health and safety reasons, the State Health
Department now requires that all food items made for sale be prepared
in Health Department-certified kitchens. The HUOA thanks the many
donors of home-made products who have supported our Country Store
over the years. If you would still like to support our Country Store, you
can donate fresh cut flowers, plants, vegetables, or store/bakery-bought
baked goods and bring them to the Country Store on Saturday and
Sunday. Mahalo for the heart and ono taste you always put into your
donations! Ippe nihwee deebiru!

Thursday, Aug. 29: (lunch and drinks provided by HUOA)
• Assist carpenters and plumbers
• Set up barriers at shuttle bus site along Kalākaua Avenue
• Move benches for bon dance area and install hatagashira
Friday, Aug. 30: (lunch and drinks provided by HUOA)
• Distribute tables and chairs to assigned tents, food booths, etc.
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JONYOSHIMURA
APPROACHABLE · ACCESSIBLE · ACCOUNTABLE

Getting the Job Done from
Kapalama to Waikiki
ACCOMPLISHED

Establishing new Police substations in Chinatown,
Ala Moana Park and Waikiki
Enacting property tax credits to create investment,
construction and job opportunities in Waikiki
CURRENT

Keeping drug dealers out of our neighborhoods
Leading efforts to create an independent City Auditor
Campaign Headquarters: Mark’s Garage Building
1140 Bethel Street · Honolulu Hawaii 96813 · 523-7979
Paid for by: JON YOSHIMURA 2002
1164 Bishop Street, Suite 124 · Honolulu Hawaii 96813
jonyoshimura@hawaii.rr.com

“Ichimadin Kanaganatu — Forever Embracing”
20TH ANNUAL OKINAWAN FESTIVAL

THE OKINAWAN FESTIVAL:
BACK TO THE BEGINNING

The festival fulfilled several goals: It brought the
UOA clubs together, sharing and perpetuating the
Okinawan culture. But it also supported the clubs and
their projects and activities by giving them a 30 percent
commission on the pre-sale of festival scrips, explained
by Karleen C. Chinen
Takamine.
Bito Doshi Kai
The first three festivals were held at McCoy Pavilion.
Each year brought growth and new and innovative
It’s hard to imagine that 20 years have passed since
programs. Besides the traditional Okinawan cultural
one of Hawai‘i’s most successful ethnic celebrations —
performances, the Festivals also provided the audiences
the Okinawan Festival — made its ever-so-humble
with good laughs with a hairy chest contest, moments
debut at McCoy Pavilion in Ala Moana Park. Who could
of pride through a Ms. Uchinanchu Contest, and
have imagined back then that the event would grow
“ohhhh da cute!!!” moments with a kids kachashi contest.
to attract over 50,000 people, involve more than a
the minutes and did a lot of work for us. And Liz
By 1985, the Festival had outgrown the space at
thousand volunteers, and be staged in one of the
Arakaki was also a big help to me. Then we have to
McCoy Pavilion, moving to a bigger venue, Thomas
biggest venues in Waikiki.
thank people like Jane Kaneshiro, Roy Asato and Dan
Square and the nearby Honolulu Academy of Arts
But like so many aspects of the Okinawan experience
and Maxine Nagamine, because they provided the food
before moving to its present location at Kapiolani Park
in Hawai‘i, it is from knowing the humble beginnings
and helped with preparing the menu that we were
in 1990 as part of the celebration marking the 90th
of this wonderful cultural event that we come to fully
going to sell at the Festival. George Uyema we have to
anniversary of Okinawan immigration to Hawai‘i.
appreciate it.
The first festival had attracted
The Okinawan Festival debuted in
Okinawans and others as well. But
Hawai‘i in 1982. But its seeds had
Takamine and Kaneshiro knew who
been planted two years earlier,
the festival meant the most to.
when 37 “young leaders” as they
“The people who enjoyed it the
had been described, visited Okinawa
most at that time were the Isseis
at the invitation of then-Governor
and older Niseis,” said Kaneshiro. “I
Junji Nishime. Some of the Sansei in
think for them, it was like a part of
the group were genuinely interested
Okinawa being in Hawai‘i, and to see
in learning about their ancestral
the younger people doing something
homeland; others were there reluclike this for the Okinawan communitantly — volunteered by their party . . . they were really proud of the
ents or their clubs.
organization.”
But something happened as they
Two decades later, Roy Kaneshiro
traveled the land their jijis and
still gets chicken-skin when he reflects
babans had left behind for a new life
on the comment of one festival-goer.
in Hawai‘i . . . as they discovered
“This elderly Issei — she came up
new family branches . . . as they
to us and told us that at this point
made new friends. They began to
in her life, being kind of old and not
understand their connection to this
in really good health, she knew she
place, Okinawa—and they would
could never go back to Okinawa. So
never be the same. Memories of
to see something like this, in Hawai‘i,
their experiences —some seen with
she was really happy. She was just
their eyes, like the festive spirit of
thrilled with the idea that the Sanseis
the people at the Naha Matsuri, others Dancers from the Majikina Honryu Buyo Dojo perform at the first festival in 1982. (Michael Young photo).
could do something like this. Just
felt only in the heart — became etched
that one comment made everything worthwhile.”
thank because he put the program together — and it
in their souls.
“The first festival being at McCoy Pavilion — it seems
wasn’t easy to put a program together.” He is grateful
From those memories grew dreams — the dream of a
so small compared to today’s one at Kapi‘olani Park.
to the members of Hui O Laulima, who had been
festival in Hawai‘i, which like the Naha Matsuri, would
I don’t think any of us really realized that it would
putting on cultural “jubilees” every year, for sharing
bring the Okinawan community together for two days
have grown to this proportion. But I think all of us
their cultural exhibits with the festival. Pianist Masao
of fellowship and celebrating of Okinawan culture
who were involved in the first festival feel good about
Shimabukuro flew in from Okinawa and performed a
through music and dance, cultural exhibits and
the whole thing, how it’s grown and how important it’s
stirring rendition of “Bashofu.”
Okinawan food.
become to the community,” says Kaneshiro.
While serving as president-elect to Ken
“It happened because these young leaders
Kiyabu — UOA’s first Sansei president — Roy
went to Okinawa in 1980 and came back and
Kaneshiro began talking about a festival as a
started to discuss new ideas,” Takamine said.
means of bringing together the UOA clubs.
Kaneshiro believes that the credit extends far
People like former president Peter Iha and
beyond the 37 “young leaders.”
George Kaneshiro, both actively involved in
“I think part of the credit should be given
the organization, encouraged him to go
to the Isseis, Niseis, the presidents, the leaders
forward with the idea.
of the UOA who gave us the opportunity to
In 1982-83, when Kaneshiro became presigo to Okinawa,” Kaneshiro said. “An idea in
dent, he took the big step, “recruiting” foritself is really nothing. But because of the
mer UOA president Stanley Takamine as the
cooperation, the hard work from the
first festival chair. Takamine laughs as he
Okinawan community itself, that’s why the
recalls how he became the first festival chair.
festival itself has become successful.”
One night, after a UOA meeting, the officers
McCoy Pavilion, 1982. Kapi‘olani Park,
were having their usual talk story over coffee
2002. Twenty years and many changes. Yes —
at Zippy’s. Again, the idea of a festival came
and no, says Kaneshiro. “Some things never
up in the conversation. “All of a sudden, Roy
tells me, ‘Ey Stan, you be the chairman.’ So
1982 Okinawan Festival chair Stanley Takamine and 1982 UOA President Roy Kaneshiro recall change, like the club members. All of them
the first festival.
came out to help from the very first festival
that’s where we started.”
to make sure that the festival was successful. I think
Like anything new and untested, some people were
Takamine had never organized a festival, and there
something like that will never change as long as we
initially apprehensive about the Festival. “But once we
was no blueprint to follow. But his Uchinanchu Spirit
know the purpose of the festival— and that is fellowdecided that we were going with it, everybody just
knew no bounds, so with Kaneshiro’s support, he dove
ship within the organization and the community. As
pitched in and worked really hard to make it a success,”
right in, organizing a committee and beginning the
long as we can remember that, I think this festival will
recalls Kaneshiro.
planning. Shirley (Higa) Kaneshiro provided secretarial
always be successful.”
help. “I have to thank her a lot because she took all
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“Ichimadin Kanaganatu — Forever Embracing”
2002 Okinawan Festival
Kapiolani Park Bandstand Program Schedule

SATURDAY, AUGUST 31 (subject to change)
8:50 a.m.

WELCOME REMARKS
Gladys Tokunaga-Asao, 2002 President,
Hawaii United Okinawa Association

9:00 a.m.

HAPPY SENIORS DANCING CLUB
Rose Shimabukuro Sensei

9:20 a.m.

KILAUEA OKINAWA DANCE GROUP
Shizu Akamine Sensei

9:40 a.m.

HAWAII TAIKO KAI
Terry Higa Sensei

10:10 a.m.

OPENING PARADE
“Shishi Mai” (lion dance) by the Young Okinawans
of Hawaii
Paranku Parade: Paranku Clubs of Hawaii –
Violet Ogawa Sensei
HUOA club banners

10:40 a.m.

11:00 a.m.

11:30 a.m.

12 noon
12:45 p.m.

1:15 p.m.

1:45 p.m.

2:15 p.m.

FORMAL PROGRAM
• Welcome Address by Gladys Tokunaga-Asao,
President, HUOA
• Messages
• Introduction of Honorary Co-chairs Roy Kaneshiro
and Stanley Takamine

Yonsei members of the Afuso-ryu Hawaii Sandaa Kai in
the spotlight.

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 1 (subject to change)
8:50 a.m..

WELCOME REMARKS
Gladys Tokunaga-Asao, 2002 President,
Hawaii United Okinawa Association

GASSHO: NOMURA-RYU ONGAKU KYOKAI
• Nomura Ryu Ongaku Kyokai-Hawaii Shibu
• Shinsato Shosei Kai
• Ryukyu Sokyoku Koyo Kai

9:00 a.m.

OKINAWA BUYO CLUB
Yoshiko Onaga Sensei

9:20 a.m.

LANAKILA SENIOR CITIZENS LINE DANCE

RYUKYU SOKYOKU KOYO KAI YOUTH GASSHO
• Jane Kaneshiro Sozan Kai
• Bonnie Miyashiro Soho Kai
• Yasuko Arakawa Aki no Kai
• Soshin Kai

9:40 a.m.

NUUANU YMCA OKINAWA KARATE CLUB
Mitchel Shimamura Sensei

10:10 a.m.

KIKUE KANESHIRO RYUBU KENKYU KAI &
LADIES OF HUI O LAULIMA
Kikue Kaneshiro Sensei

10:40 a.m.

AFUSO-RYU HAWAII SANDAA KAI
Grant “Sandaa” Murata Sensei

11:40 a.m.

RYUKYUKOKU MATSURI DAIKO, HAWAII
Akemi Martin Sensei

12:10 p.m.

CHINESE ETHNIC PERFORMANCE

12:25 p.m.

MAJIKINA HONRYU BUYO DOJO
Yoshino Majikina Sensei

1:00 p.m.

CONTEMPORARY HAWAIIAN PERFORMANCE

1:30 p.m.

NAKASONE HOOGE KAI, NAKASONE YOSHIKO RYUBU
KENKYUSHO
Lynne Yoshiko Nakasone Sensei

2 p.m.

RYUSEI HONRYU YANAGI NO KAI - HAWAII SHIBU
TOGUCHI MITSUKO RYUBU KENKYUSHO
Mitsuko Toguchi Sensei

2:30 p.m.

HAWAIIAN ETHNIC PERFORMANCE

3 p.m.

TRACI TOGUCHI

3:30 p.m.

MAMORU MIYAGI

4:00 p.m.

KIDS KACHASHI

4:30 p.m.

2002 Okinawan Festival closes

5:30 p.m.

LAST SHUTTLE to Kapi‘olani Community College

RADIO OKINAWA VARIETY SHOW
PARANKU CLUB OF MAUI
Fumiko Cup Choy Sensei
TAMAGUSUKU-RYU SENJU KAI —
FRANCES NAKACHI RYUBU DOJO
Frances Kuba Sensei
TEISHIN KAI - HAWAII SHIBU
Kiyoshi Kinjo Sensei

A Ryukyukoku Matsuri Daiko,
Hawaii performer.

JIMPU KAI U.S.A. KIN RYOSHO GEINO KENKYUSHO
Cheryl Nakasone Sensei

2:45 p.m.

MAMORU MIYAGI

3:15 p.m.

FILIPINO ETHNIC PERFORMANCE

3:45 p.m.

THE SHIMABUKURO BROTHERS
RICHARD, GEORGE, TED AND KIYOMATSU

4:15 p.m.

WAYNE TAKAMINE’S TWO TI LEAF BAND WITH
TRACI TOGUCHI

5:00 p.m.

KOREAN ETHNIC PERFORMANCE

6-9 p.m.

BON DANCE

9:30 p.m.

Hana Hou! Singer Mamoru Miyagi
returns to the Okinawan Festival direct
from Okinawa.

LAST SHUTTLE to Kapi‘olani Community College
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“Ichimadin Kanaganatu — Forever Embracing”
2002 Okinawan Festival

OKINAWAN “SOUL FOOD” AT THE FESTIVAL
It’s Okinawan “soul food”—and masan (delicious) to the max! Champuru . . . Andamisu . . .
Tumai kuru . . . Andagi . . . Ashitibichi. . . Nmu muchi. Make sure you try everything before
this year’s Okinawan Festival comes to a close.
• Pig’s Feet Soup: In Uchinaaguchi (Okinawan language), it’s called ashitibichi. Pig’s
feet and spareribs are cooked in a soup stock and garnished with konbu (seaweed),
daikon (radish), togan (squash) and mustard cabbage — and served with hot rice
– $5.50 (22 scrips)
• Yaki Soba: Okinawan-style soba noodles stir-fried with
vegetables and luncheon meat and a special chef ’s sauce
– $5 (20 scrips)
• Okinawan Soba: Okinawan-style soba noodles served
in hot soup and garnished with kamaboko (fishcake),
hoyu pork, green onions and red ginger
– $4 (16 scrips)
Note: Okinawan Soba, andagi and soft drinks will be sold
during the Saturday bon dance —all other food booths will close at 5 p.m.
• Okinawan Plate: If you love Okinawan food, you’ll love this plate: delicious shoyu
pork, rice and champuru — a mixture of stir-fried vegetables and agedofu (deepfried tofu) — served with andamisu (pork and miso mixture) and hot rice
– $5.50 (22 scrips)
• Okidog: A hotdog and chili are wrapped in a soft tortilla with shredded shoyu pork
and lettuce –$5.50 (22 scrips)
• Chili Choices: Chili and rice plate served with a hotdog — $5 (20 scrips), or just chili
and rice –$3.25 (13 scrips)
• Hawaiian Plates: Choose from three plates:
Kalua pork with rice and lomi lomi salmon – $5.50 (22 scrips)
Laulau with rice and lomi salmon – $5.50 (22 scrips)
Kalua pork and laulau with rice and lomi salmon–$7 (28 scrips)
• Chicken Plate: Barbecue chicken prepared local style:
Served with hot rice and corn – $6 (24 scrip)
Just chicken in a carry-out bag – $4.25 (17 scrips)
• Tumai Kuru: Tumai kuru is the purple sweet potato that found its way to Hawai‘i
from China by way of Okinawa. In Okinawa, it was a staple food which sustained
the people through good times and bad. During Okinawa’s harsh typhoons, the
potato remained protected underground. The tumai kuru served at the Festival will
be steamed, making for a healthy snack
– $1.50 (6 scrips) for a medium-size piece
• Maki sushi: Sushi rolled in nori (seaweed) and sliced for easy eating
– $3.50 (14 scrips)
• Andagi: The andagi, or Okinawan doughnut, is an all-around Festival favorite. Basic
doughnut ingredients, such as sugar, flour, milk and eggs, are mixed into a batter
and deep-fried in hot oil. The hand
“dropping” of evenly rounded scoops
of batter into the hot oil is a show
in itself. Three andagi per package
– $1.25 (5 scrips)

OKINAWAN CULTURE SHOWCASED IN THE
CULTURAL TENT
Dressing and Picture-taking
Bingata kimono with hanagasa and/or paranku
drummer dressing and picture-taking by professional
photographers.
David Shimabukuro (One Moment in Time)
Saturday, 9 a.m. –12 noon and 1 – 4 p.m.
Alan Kubota (Lenscapes)
Sunday, 10 a.m. – 12 noon and 1 – 3 p.m.
Cost: 8" x 10" color photo of one person: $20 — for
every additional print: add $10; for every additional
person in the photo: add $3

Also in the Cultural Tent:
• Sale of Hui O Laulima’s cultural cookbook,
“Okinawan Mixed Plate: Generous Servings of
Culture, Customs and Cuisine,” for $20.
• Okinawan artifacts: display of ceramics, glassware,
lacquerware and textiles will be on display.
• Uchinaaguchi (Okinawan language): Bookmarks and
buttons bearing Okinawan words and phrases will
be available for purchase.
• Hawaii Okinawan Restaurant display: this project
traces Honolulu’s early Oroku-owned restaurants
from 1920 to 1959. The project is a partnership
between the Oroku Azajin Club, the Japanese
Cultural Center of Hawaii and HUOA.
• Calligraphy display and demonstration: Calligraphy
writing of your family name will be available for
purchase.
• Genealogy information provided by the Okinawan
Genealogical Society of Hawaii: come prepared with
your family kanji.
• Okinawan tattoo display.
• Ikebana flower arrangements by Nobuko Kida Sensei
and the students of her Ikebana Ikenobu School,
which meets at the Hawaii Okinawa Center.
• Display of bonsai by the Hawaii Bonsai Association.
• Sale for Mamoru Miyagi’s two CDs. Miyagi will be
performing at the Festival on Saturday at 2:45 p.m.,
and Sunday at 4 p.m.

• Andadog: The Okinawan version of
the corndog. The andadog is a hotdog on a stick that is dipped into
andagi batter and deep fried
– $1 (4 scrips).
• Nmu muchi: Howard Higa’s popular
recipe is a mixture of mochiko flour,
yam and sugar deep-fried in bite-size
portions. Four nmu muchi to a stick
– $1.50 (6 scrips)
• Shave Ice: The perfect way to cool
down on a hot summer day
– $1.50 (6 scrips)
• Beverages:
Canned juice: $1 (4 scrips)
Bottled soda: $1.75 (7 scrips)
Chilled bottled water: $1.50 (6 scrips) Soda by the cup: 75 cents (3 scrips)
Coffee: 75 cents (3 scrips)

Did you know that there are about 185 different
items for sale in the Okinawan Festival Heiwa
Dori? There’s everything from Okinawa konbu
to soba, goya cha (tea) to kurozato, all kinds of
snacks and much, much more! It’s almost as
much fun as shopping in Okinawa’s Heiwa Dori!
So, take Heiwa Dori chair Betty Higa’s wise
advice:
“Be sure to drop in early. See you there!”
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THE OKINAWAN FESTIVAL: MANY HANDS TOGETHER
The success of the Okinawan Festival is contingent upon the participation of
our HUOA clubs and friends. Manpower assistance is still needed for a few more
shifts. These areas are indicated with an asterisk. If your club is willing to take an
additional shift, or if a group of your friends would like to lend a hand, please call
Keith Kaneshiro, manpower chair, at 956-1600 ext. 18, as soon as possible. Your
kokua is greatly appreciated.
OKINAWAN SOBA
Saturday, all day: Tomigusuku
Sunday, all day:
Gushikawa
YAKISOBA
Saturday, 8 a.m.– 2 p.m.:
Chatan
Saturday, 2–7 p.m.:
Wahiawa
* Sunday, 8 a.m.–12:30 p.m.:
Sunday, 12:30–5 p.m.:
Ginoza
PIG’S FEET SOUP
Saturday, 8 a.m.– 2 p.m.:
Kanegusuku
Saturday, 2-7 p.m.: Carol Nakamura
and friends
Sunday, all day:
Tamagusuku
OKINAWAN PLATE
Saturday, all day: Shuri-Naha
Sunday, all day:
Katsuren and Awase
HAWAIIAN PLATE
Saturday, all day: Osato
Sunday, all day:
Kin
CHICKEN PLATE
Saturday & Sunday, all day:
Sashiki-Chinen and Bito
CHILI/OKI DOG
Saturday, all day:
Okinawa City-Goeku and Yagaji
Sunday, all day:
Hui Makaala
ANDAGI MIXING (at Jefferson School)
Saturday, all day: Oroku Azajin
Sunday, all day:
Paranku Club
of Hawaii
ANDAGI COOKING
Saturday, all day: Ginowan, Urasoe
and Ige Catering
Sunday, all day:
Oroku Azajin
ANDAGI SELLING
Saturday, all day:
Motobu
Sunday, 8 a.m.–12:30 p.m.: Haebaru
* Sunday, 12:30–5 p.m.:
ANDADOG
Saturday, all day:
Gaza
Sunday, 8 a.m.–12:30 p.m.:
Club Kobashigawa
Sunday, 12:30–5 p.m.: Nishihara

NMU MUCHI MIXING
(at Jefferson School)
* Saturday, 8 a.m.-7 p.m.:
Sunday, all day:
Roy Kaneshiro
and Friends
NMU MUCHI COOKING
Saturday, all day: Minami
Nakagusuku
* Sunday, 8 a.m.-5 p.m.:

Youngsters share their talent on stage.

NMU MUCHI SELLING
Saturday, all day: Minami
Nakagusuku
Sunday, all day:
Ishikawa and Onna
SHAVE ICE
Saturday, all day:
Sunday, all day:

Aza Gushikawa
and Haneji
Yonabaru

HEIWA DORI
Saturday & Sunday, all day:
Gushichan, Nago, Kita Nakagusuku,
Kuba Rosei Kai, Kunigami, Yaeyama
COUNTRY STORE
Saturday & Sunday, all day:
Yomitan and Aza Yogi
COMMERCIAL PLANTS:
Saturday & Sunday, all day: Yonashiro

FESTIVAL BASIC HEALTH TIPS
•Keep hydrated — drink lots of water and take regular
bathroom breaks.
•People working in food booths should wash their
hands thoroughly with soap and water before handling
any food.
•Use plastic gloves furnished by the Festival food
committee when handling food.
•Tie your hair back or wear a cap to keep it from falling
into food or drinks.

CRAFT GALLERY
Saturday & Sunday, all day:
Oroku Doshi Kai
T-SHIRTS
Saturday & Sunday, all day:
Urasoe
CHILDREN’S GAMES
Saturday & Sunday, all day:
Itoman and
Kochinda
CULTURAL TENT
Saturday & Sunday, all day:
Hui O Laulima
RUBBISH PICK-UP
Saturday & Sunday, all day:
Worldwide
Uchinanchu Business Association
(a.k.a. the “Gomi-Gumi”)

Everyone’s welcome to join the bon dance!

ORION BEER
NEW!

ORION
From

Pearl City Florist

OKINAWA

Using Pure Okinawan Water gives
Orion a Unique and Remarkably
Refreshing Taste.
Experience a Taste of Okinawa!
Now available in Restaurants and
Markets in Hawai‘i.

Distributed by THE CHERRY CO., LTD.
Honolulu, HI (808) 537-5245
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OROKU RESTAURANT PROJECT TO BE FEATURED IN FESTIVAL CULTURAL TENT
Portions of the Hawaii Okinawa Restaurants Project— also known as the
Kodani obtained grant monies to conduct about a dozen oral histories of
Oroku Restaurants Project — will be on display in the Cultural Tent at the
former Oroku restaurant owners. The long-term goal is to develop a
Okinawan Festival. The project was one of four “working exhibits” recently
comprehensive restaurant exhibit that encompasses all of the Okinawandisplayed in the Community Gallery of the Japanese Cultural Center of Hawaii,
owned restaurants. The current committee includes Wallace and Ethel
sharing gallery space with three other JCCH projects:
Teruya (Times Grill), Masaji Uyehara (Smile Cafe/Ilima Drive Inn), Gene
• the A‘ala Business District (1920-1950) Project, chaired by Jane Komeiji;
Kaneshiro (Columbia Inn), Richard Takara (George’s Inn), David Takara and
• the Hawaii Internment Project, chaired by Jane Kurahara; and
Michele (Takara) Takushi (Kaimuki Inn), Fred Takara (Ramona Cafe/Cafe
• Hawaii Genealogy, led by Dr. Bernice Hirai.
Paris) and Howard and Jane Takara and Holly
“These projects reflect the value of collecting
Takara (Oroku Azajin Club).
and gathering Hawai‘i’s more recent history
Since the committee began meeting nearly
— the history that many men and women
a year ago, the members have identified over
living today helped to create,” explained
60 restaurants, their owners and yago (family
JCCH President Susan Kodani. “Each of these
name), location in Honolulu and years of
projects is about the spirit and values of
operation. That information — as well as a
those early years, before statehood, that
location map — were part of the “Work in
contributed to shaping today’s Hawaii. The
Progress” Showcase. Oroku club members
stories are eloquent and human, and the
also shared photos — including some of
Cultural Center is committed to making sure
“Smiling Sam” Uyehara, Masaji’s brother; old
that they are told over and over again
menus; a Yuki’s Cafe matchbook-size sewing
through exhibition, publication and oral
kit; and even personal gems like Toshi
history.”
Kaneshiro’s scribblings of how he and his
The Oroku restaurant project began with
older brother Gentaro planned to finance
Talking story around the “Columbia Inn Roundtable” at the “Work in Progress”
the closing of the Columbia Inn restaurant
their new Columbia Inn restaurant at its
opening were Hawaii Okinawa Restaurants Project members: (from left) Masaji
Uyehara, Beatrice Kaneshiro, Howard Takara, JCCH’s Susan Kodani, Gene Kaneshiro Kapiolani Boulevard location. Also featured
early last year and JCCH’s interest in
documenting the Columbia Inn story. Eugene and Holly Takara. (Photo courtesy of Holly Takara)
in the Showcase was the famous “Columbia
“Gene” Kaneshiro, whose family owned Columbia Inn, suggested that the
Inn Roundtable,” which was the setting for many celebrity interviews at
JCCH project be expanded to include the many restaurants that had been
the popular eatery. At Oroku Azajin Club’s shinnen enkai earlier this year,
owned and operated by Okinawans. That led Kodani to ask the Hawaii United
Howard Takara and Gene Kaneshiro had made a short presentation on the
Okinawa Association (HUOA) if it would partner with JCCH in developing the
project.
project.
The committee and JCCH are continuing to collect information, memorabilia,
With so immigrants from the Oroku area of Okinawa entering the restaurant
photographs, personal memories, anecdotes and other pieces of history—
industry after leaving the plantations, HUOA asked Holly Takara, then-president
and is asking Hawaii residents to share their memories with the project at
of Oroku Azajin Club, if the club would take the lead on the project. Holly’s
the Okinawan Festival.
retired father, Howard Takara, offered to co-chair the project with his busy,
“This Oroku Azajin group has been great—sharing and working under
working daughter.
the diligent leadership of Howard Takara and Holly Takara,” said Kodani.
The committee of Oroku Azajin members decided to take “one bite at a
“The legacy of those Hawaii Okinawan restaurants is a true ‘Hawai‘i story,’
time” and grow the project gradually, starting with the Oroku-owned
and it is thrilling for the Cultural Center to be a part of making that history
restaurants that had been in operation between 1920 and statehood in 1959.
come alive.”

HUOA AUTUMN DANCE
MATSURI SET FOR SEPT. 21
The Hawaii United Okinawa Association’s fifth annual Autumn Okinawan
Dance Matsuri will be held Primary Election Saturday, Sept. 21, in the
Hawaii Okinawa Center’s Teruya Pavilion. This matsuri is the last bon dance
of the season and the only one held indoors. The event is open free of
charge to the public and will feature great bon dance music and dance,
good fellowship and ono bon dance food.
A chartered bus to the HOC will leave the Kilauea Recreation Center at
4:30 p.m. Please call Mrs. Akamine at 734-6126 to reserve your seat. The
bus will then stop at Soto Mission on Nuuanu Avenue at 4:45 p.m. Those
getting on the bus at Soto Mission should call HUOA at 676-5400 to
reserve their seat. The bus ride is free.
Those attending this year will again be able to purchase a keepsake
HUOA Autumn Okinawan Dance Matsuri dancing towel for $3. There will
also be a choba table, with donations going to support the matsuri.
The dancing will start at 5:30 p.m. and run through 10. The food booths
will feature traditional “bon dance favorites,” such as saimin, Spam musubi,
barbecue sticks, andagi and baked goods. The food booths will be operated
by the Young Okinawans of Hawaii, Hawaii Taiko Kai and Ryukyu Kobudo
Taiko-Hawaii Shibu.
The dance matsuri is held to express appreciation to our Okinawan Issei
pioneers in whose memory the Hawaii Okinawa Center was built.
Young Okinawans of Hawaii members will hold Okinawan dance practice
sessions on Monday and Wednesday nights, Sept. 16 and 18, from 7 to
8:30 p.m. at the Hawaii Okinawa Center. The practice sessions are open
to anyone interested in learning Okinawan-style bon dance. For more
information, call HUOA at 676-5400.
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TEN STUDENTS AWARDED HUI MAKAALA SCHOLARSHIPS
Culturally Active Recipients Represent Eight HUOA Clubs
Congratulations to the 10 Class of 2002 high
school graduates who were awarded Hui Makaala
scholarships. Eight of the recipients are from
O‘ahu and one each is from Maui and the Big
Island. Hui Makaala President Ryan Okunaga
presented the students their $2,000 tuition grant
as each was introduced at the club’s scholarship
luncheon on July 28 at the Ala Moana Hotel.
U.S. Attorney Ed Kubo addressed the 80 people
who gathered to recognize the students. Kubo
encouraged the recipients to dedicate themselves
to some form of public service. “There is honor
and satisfaction in public service,” he said. And,
he commended Hui Makaala for funding the scholarships for the past 56 years. “Without these
scholarships, many students would not be able
to afford higher education,” he said.
Besides being outstanding students, several of
the recipients are currently taking sanshin, koto or
taiko lessons. Jarisse Corcoran and Stefanie Okuda
treated the audience to a sanshin performance.
Selection was based on the students’ scholastic
excellence, community involvement and financial
need. They were also required to submit two
letters of recommendation from non-relatives and
write an essay explaining why they were applying
for the scholarship and their experiences with
Okinawan culture. The scholarship selection
committee was headed by Gary Nako, a teacher
and former four-year Hui Makaala scholarship
recipient. The banquet was chaired by Miki Fujimoto.
The Hui Makaala Class of 2002 scholarship
recipients are:
• Jarisse Corcoran, a graduate of Pearl City High
School, who will begin her higher education at
the University of Hawai‘i at
Mānoa. She would eventually
like to work as a set designer
in the motion picture industry. Jarisse is the daughter of
James and Carrie (Gushiken)
Corcoran, who are Club
Motobu members — and the
granddaughter of longtime
Hui Makaala members John
Jarisse Corcoran
and Bette Gushiken. Jarisse
studies sanshin with the Shinsato Shosei Kai and
previously studied Okinawan koto.
• Silvia Frederick, a Kalaheo High School graduate, who will enroll at Soka
University of America in
Orange County, Calif., this
fall. Silvia, who was born in
Okinawa, has been an avid
dancer since her childhood.
She recalls dancing eisa as a
child in Okinawa. Silvia is the
daughter of Kenneth and
Silvia Frederick
Tomoko (Nakanishi) Wadzinski.
• Darcy Gibo, who graduated from Kalani High
School with a 3.98 grade point average, is considering Asian Studies as a field of study at UH
Mānoa. Darcy and her family hosted Okinawan

students for four years as
part of the Hawai‘i-Okinawa
student exchange program;
Darcy herself traveled to
Okinawa twice on the program. She hopes to experience living in Okinawa someday and immersing herself in
Darcy Gibo
the culture. Darcy’s parents are
Yomitan Club members George and Yvette (Au) Gibo.
• Traci Gushiken, a graduate
of Mililani High School, plans
to major in computer engineering at the University of
Southern California. Traci is the
daughter of Elson and Aileen
Gushiken, who are members
of Hui Makaala and the
Okinawan Genealogical
Society of Hawaii. Traci is also Traci Gushiken
interested in genealogy as a means of developing
pride in her Okinawan heritage. Her sister, Kristi,
was a 1999 Hui Makaala scholarship recipient.
• Kristen Kimoto, who
graduated from Moanalua
High School in the top 5
percent of her class, plans to
major in architecture at the
University of Southern
California. Kristen, who is an
all-around musical talent, is
the daughter of Alan and
Kristen Kimoto
Dianne (Minei) Kimoto.
• Scott Nakatsu, a graduate
of Pearl City High School, will
attend UH Mānoa. His parents
are Wayne and Colleen
(Yamaki) Nakatsu, who are
members of Nishihara Chojin
Kai. For the past seven years,
Scott has studied koto with
the Miyashiro Soho Kai.
Earlier this year, he performed Scott Nakatsu
in Okinawa with the Teishin Kai - Hawaii Shibu at
Sadao China’s 45th anniversary concert.
• Stefanie Okuda, who graduated from Iolani
High School, plans to major
in English and music at Santa
Clara University. Stefanie
made Iolani’s honor roll and
Headmaster’s list throughout
high school. She has performed in several Army
Community Theatre musicals
and was nominated for a
Stefanie Okuda
Po‘okela Award (Hawai‘i’s

version of the Tony Awards) for her role in “Evita.”
She also studies sanshin with the Shinsato Shosei
Kai. Stefanie is the daughter of Harris and Sharon
(Masaki) Okuda, who are members of Kin Chojin Kai.
• Karley Peterson, a
Leilehua High School graduate,
plans to study kinesiology at
Pacific University. Karley
graduated with a 3.9 GPA
and in the top 3 percent of
her class. She is the daughter of Charles Peterson and
the late Pamela (Omine)
Karley Peterson
Peterson.
• Brandie Saito, who graduated from Waiakea
High School with a 3.9 GPA, plans to major in biochemistry at the University of
Oregon and pursue a career
in radiology. She is the
daughter of Michael Saito
and the late Cynthia (Yogi)
Saito of Hilo. Brandie and her
family hosted students from
Okinawa in the Hawai‘iOkinawa student exchange
Brandie Saito
program. Last year, Hui
Okinawa presented her its Warabincha Award for
her active participation in its many activities. In
June 2000, Brandie was one of two Hilo students
invited to Okinawa to participate in Nago City’s
Children’s Summit.
• Kaylee Shimomura, a 4.0-plus GPA graduate
of Baldwin High School and her class valedictorian, will attend Loyola
Marymount University where
she plans to major in biology. Kaylee plays taiko with
the Maui Okinawa Taiko
Club and hopes to someday
visit Okinawa to experience
its culture firsthand. She is
the daughter of Ricky and
Jere (Taira) Shimomura, who Kaylee Shimomura
are members of Maui Okinawa Kenjin Kai.
The scholarships are funded by proceeds from
Hui Makaala’s annual luncheon fashion show,
which will be held Oct. 20 at the Sheraton Waikiki
Hotel’s Hawai‘i Ballroom. California designer Ruth
Mum will showcase her collection of distinctive
couture garments fashioned from vintage and collectible silk kimono. Tickets are $45 each, or $450
for a table of 10. The pre-fashion show boutique
will open at 9 a.m. and the luncheon will begin
at noon. Tickets can be reserved by calling Ethel
Kishimoto at 521-3106, or Patsy Takaesu at
395-7229.
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SPORTS
HUOA 32nd GOLF TOURNEY
by Wayne Miyahira
Chair, HUOA Sports Committee
Gaza Yonagusuku Doshi Kai and Nishihara Chojin Kai
Russell McGarry
of Hawaii ShuriNaha Club carded
two consecutive
rounds of great
golf to capture
Grand Champion
honors at the
HUOA’s 32nd
annual golf tournament, which
was held May 25
and 26 at the Pali
Municipal Golf
Course. A Big
Island resident
with a 2 handiHawaii Shuri-Naha Club member Russell
cap, Russell won McGarry — pictured here with HUOA
with a total gross President Gladys Tokunaga-Asao — captured grand champion honors at the 32nd
score of 140
annual HUOA golf tournament.
(69-71) — 4 under
par on this tough Kaneohe public course. Golfing for
only the third time in our tournament, Russell won the
Governor Ben Cayetano Grand Champion Koa Bowl and
will have his name engraved on the HUOA Golf
Champion Perpetual Trophy, honoring him as the top
Uchinanchu golfer for 2002.
Each year, the
Inamine Cup is awarded to the HUOA member club with the best
team score for the
tournament. For the
sixth time in the last
11 years, team honors
went to Minami
Nakagusuku. Minami
golfers Mark Higa,
Kent Tamashiro and
Les Tamashiro
contributed for a

combined net score of 408 to beat out all other member
club teams.
The Awards Banquet was held at the Okinawa
Memorial Hall following Sunday’s round. The HUOA
Golf Committee presented a Certificate of Appreciation
to Larry Nakama, who has supported the tournament
since he co-founded it 32 years ago. With Larry’s son
Lloyd looking on, 81 years young Mr. Nakama was presented the award by tournament director Les Tamashiro
and HUOA Sports Committee chair Wayne Miyahira.

CONGRATULATIONS TO HUOA
VOLLEYBALL, SOFTBALL
PARTICIPANTS
HUOA MIXED VOLLEYBALL LEAGUE
Twenty-eight teams representing 20 HUOA member
clubs ended their 2002 season with the following results.
Open Division Champions: Minami Nakagusuku
Runners-up (tie): Ginowan I and Urasoe
Division A Champions: Awase
Runner-up: Itoman
Division B Champions: Osato
Runner-up: Hui Makaala
Division C Champions: Club Kobashigawa
Runner-up: Yonashiro 2

HUOA SOFTBALL LEAGUE
One of the HUOA golf tournament’s “founding fathers” — Larry
Nakama (center), and his son Lloyd (far left) — hold the Certificate
of Appreciation that was presented to Larry while HUOA sports
chair Wayne Miyahira and tournament director Les Tamashiro (far
right) look on.

Here are the top three finishers in each flight of
the two-day tournament:
Championship Flight
Grand Champion:
Russell McGarry 140 (gross)
Net winners
1) Lin Akiyama 135
2) Kent Tamashiro 135
3) Les Tamashiro 136
4) Wes Teruya 140
A Flight (Net)
1) Mark Higa 135
2) Edward Kuba 139
3) Dennis Sanada 139
4) Collins Tamashiro 139
5) Bob Tanaka 142
B Flight (Net)
1) Greg Ching 139
2) Guy Inouye 140
3) Casey Odo 141
Women’s Flight (Net)
1) Karen Shishido 146
2) Gladys Tokunaga-Asao 148
3) Bobbi Kuba 149
Senior Flight (Net)

1) Seichi Yogi 138
2) Seiko Nakasone 140
3) Aka Akamine 141
Super Senior Flight (Net)
(for golfers age 80 and older,
one day of golf only)
1) Matsunobu Uyehara 72
2) Masaji Uyehara 77
3) Jimmy Ajimine 81
4) Ted Nakata 81

(played at Halawa District Park)
League Champions: Hui Makaala
Runner-up: Minami Nakagusuku
Consolation Champions: Hawaii Sashiki Chinen
Runner-up: Itoman Shijin Kai

HUI MAKAALA GOLF TOURNEY SET
FOR AUG. 24
If you enjoy golfing, read on.
Hui Makaala will hold a golf tournament on Saturday,
Aug. 24, at the Kapolei Golf Club and Resort.
Registration for the four-person scramble format will
begin at 11 a.m., with a shotgun started scheduled for
12:30 p.m. The $90 per person fee includes green fees,
cart, after-play heavy pupus and prizes. Hui Makaala
also welcomes donations of items or services as tournament prizes. Entry forms are available at the HUOA
office, or e-mail your interest in playing to Danny Dick
(cell: 225-4428) - DSWrldWide@aol.com, or Reid
Yamashiro (work: 523-4925) - ryamashiro@yahoo.com.
Single entries are welcome. The maximum handicap for
men is 26; 36 for women.

HUOA has a new e-mail
address!
Reach us now at
huoa@hawaii.rr.com
or
by phone: 808.676.5400
by fax: 808.676.7811
For the latest information on
HUOA, tune in to
KZOO Radio (AM 1210) on
Sundays at 4:30 p.m.,
or log on to www.huoa.org
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KARII! . . . CONGRATULATIONS!!
Lori Nishimura and Lori Oshiro have been awarded
the Joseph and Sumie Kaneshiro Bishop Scholarship.
The presentation was made at the University of Hawai‘i
College of Education’s annual recognition dinner in May.
Lori Nishimura is a senior
majoring in elementary and
special education. She plans
to pursue her master’s
degree after earning her
bachelor’s. Nishimura is a
member of the Golden Key
National Honor Society and
has been on the Dean’s List
for three consecutive years.
The Kaimuki High School
Lori Nishimura
graduate is the daughter of
Ronald and June Nishimura of Honolulu. Nishimura’s
maternal grandparents immigrated to Hawai‘i from
Oroku, Okinawa. She is an avid reader who also enjoys
surfing and dancing.
Lori Oshiro, an elementary
education major, hopes to
teach and write children’s
books after graduating. An
accomplished writer, she
placed third and earned
Honorable Mention honors
in the School Daze Writing
Contest. She was also
published in the 2001
edition of the Fresh Review.
Additionally, Oshiro is an
Lori Oshiro
artist: her Art 101 mask is
exhibited at the Contemporary Museum Cafe. Oshiro,
who graduated from Castle High School, is the daughter of Doris Oshiro, a descendant of immigrants from
Yomitan, and the late Craig Oshiro, whose ancestors
emigrated from Tamagusuku. Oshiro spends her free
time outdoors, hiking, kayaking and at the beach.
The Joseph and Sumie Kaneshiro Bishop Scholarship
for students of Okinawan ancestry majoring in education was established by Joseph Bishop in memory of
his wife Sumie Kaneshiro Bishop.
Hui Okinawa member Morris Nakaishi was presented
the Community Service Award at the Older American
Awards luncheon at the Outrigger Waikoloa Beach
Resort in May.

The retired carpenter has
been a volunteer at the
Wailoa Visitor Center for
many years, helping with
designing, landscaping and
maintaining the plants and
grounds. He also helps
maintain the nearby
Tsunami Memorial grounds
and performs minor repairs
and ground maintenance of
the Hilo Hongwanji buildings.
Morris Nakaishi
Nakaishi, a longtime volunteer, has served Hui Okinawa as an officer and with
club activities for nearly a half-century. He helped install
Hui Okinawa’s cultural displays at Wailoa Center and has
even made bamboo yotsudake for Okinawan bon
dances. An avid bowler and bonsai grower, Nakaishi
also supervised the maintenance of the three haari
boats housed at Liliuokalani Gardens. The boats were
donated to Hawaii County in 1990 by Nago City, Hilo’s
sister-city in Okinawa.
In 1994, Nakaishi was presented the First Lady’s
Outstanding Volunteer award.
Also honored at the Older American Awards program
was fellow Hui Okinawa member Yasuo Kuwaye, who
was nominated by the Japanese Chamber of Commerce
and Industry of Hawaii.
Kuwaye was recognized for
his civic and community
service contributions. He has
served as a member, director
and officer of the Japanese
Chamber, the Hawaii Island
Japanese Community
Association, Kiwanis Club of
East Hawaii, Honpa Hongwanji
Hilo Betsuin, the Western
Motor Tariff Bureau and Hui
Yasuo Kuwaye
Okinawa. Kuwaye was also
instrumental in developing Hilo’s sister-city relationship
with Oshima Island, Japan.
Last year the Emperor of Japan awarded Kuwaye the
Order of the Sacred Treasure Gold and Silver Rays for
his efforts to enhance Hawaii’s relationship with Japan.
The Older American Awards program was sponsored
by the Hawaii County Office on Aging.

City Parks Commission member Dorothy Shiroma Hoe and her
husband Ivan with Mayor Jeremy Harris after the swearing-in
ceremony.

Dorothy Shiroma Hoe was recently reappointed to
her second five-year term as a member of the City &
County of Honolulu’s Parks Commission. Hoe and her
fellow commission members were sworn in on July 13
in the office of Mayor Jeremy Harris.
A member of Nishihara Chojin Kai, Gaza Yonagusuku
Doshi Kai and Hui O Laulima, Hoe has been active in
HUOA for nearly two decades. She introduced the
fundraising Kariyushi variety show, has served as an
advisor to three HUOA past presidents and is an advisor to current president Gladys Tokunaga-Asao.
The Parks Commission is an advisory board that
makes recommendations to the City Department of
Parks and Recreation.
Maurice H. Yamasato, AIA, has been elected to the
board of directors of CB Bancshares Inc., the holding
company of City Bank. He also serves as a director of
City Bank.
Yamasato, who served as 1988-89 HUOA president,
heads the architectural firm of Yamasato, Fujiwara,
Higa & Associates Inc., which he established in 1987.
He earned his bachelor’s degree in architecture from
the University of Hawai‘i. Yamasato designed the
Hawaii Okinawa Center.
Yamasato was born in Lima, Peru, and immigrated to
Kauai, where he graduated from Kapaa High School.
He is involved in a number of community organizations, among them the University of Hawai‘i
Foundation, Boy Scouts of America, Hui Makaala and
Haneji Club. Yamasato also serves as an advisor to
current HUOA President Gladys Tokunaga-Asao.

HOC RESEARCH COLLECTION TWELVE YEARS OLD
by June Arakawa
Tamagusuku Club, Hui O Laulima
The completion of the Hawaii Okinawa Center in 1990 finally gave the Hawaii
United Okinawa Association a place it could called “home.” The Hawaii Okinawa
Center was built through the generosity of each member club and supporters from
the general public and our homeland, Okinawa. “Our Home” sounds very warm and
gives us the feeling that we Uchinanchu can always come to “Our Home” at any
time and be welcomed.
On its opening, the Center received many books — over 500 books initially, most
them in Japanese — and artwork by Okinawan artists. Some of the artwork can be
seen around the HOC complex. Videos, photos, Okinawa ceramic ware, lacquerware
and many other items were also received. The first collection of 500 books were
processed and put on shelves for people to borrow. Many more books were donated
after the initial recordation; these books still must be processed. Since some of the
English books are rare and whatever we have in English is limited, the public cannot
borrow these books. They may use these books at the Center.
Four different files are available at the Center. There are miscellaneous information files concerning many areas of our heritage. An individual personnel file is
being collected from newspaper or other printed materials. We also have an HUOA
President’s File, according to the year they served. The Center has a file with information about the various Okinawan clubs which have appeared in local newspapers.
The research volunteers have been asked all kinds of questions, so we have to be
on our toes to be able to help these people searching for information. For students,
we have compiled a packet with information concerning our heritage. Professors
from Okinawa universities and from mainland Japan gather information at the

Center. Students from mainland Japan working towards their degrees look for
research materials at the Center, too. These researchers have commented that these
files are valuable and that they have acquired much information needed for their
college degrees.
Another area we are proud of is the Okinawan Genealogy Society of Hawaii,
which has its own files with a wealth of materials. This club has received inquiries
from as far away as the mainland U.S. Club members are at the Center on Friday and
on their meeting day on the third Saturday of every month to help many people
concerning their genealogy.
A card file of Issei who came to Hawai‘i between 1908 and 1920 is now being put
into a database for easy access. Hopefully, in the near future, we can complete the
database from 1900 to 1924. Photo collections which were collected by Hui O Laulima
when the club participated in Cultural Jubilees over the years are also available.
Old photos are very precious and should not be discarded.
The various videos are categorized according to their content. Some are in
English and others in Japanese. Recently received videos are not recorded and this
area needs help in recordation. There are many articles that need to be filed. This
work is endless. There is a need for volunteers to help in this area. We would greatly
appreciate more bilingual help.
To volunteer is a very satisfying experience, for not only is it a learning experience,
it brings people together. The reward of volunteering is to see the happy faces of
those we have helped.
June Arakawa, a retired school librarian, has been organizing the Hawaii Okinawa
Center’s research collection since the HOC opened in 1990. “Since the HUOA members are not
familiar with the area I volunteer, I thought of writing his article,” she noted.
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FAMILIES OF KOREAN WAR AJAs SOUGHT
On Tuesday and Wednesday, Sept. 24 and 25, a contingent of Japanese American
veterans of the Korean War (1950-53) from the West Coast will be visiting Honolulu
to honor their fallen comrades. The Japanese American Korean War Veterans (JAKWV)
organization has been working closely with a Hawai‘i committee of Korean War
veterans to hold three major events:
• a memorial service at the Korean and Vietnam War Memorial on the grounds of
the State Capitol on Tuesday, Sept. 24, at 10 a.m.;
• an evening luau at the Hale Koa Hotel on Sept. 24, from 6 p.m.; and
• a reception at 11:30 a.m. on Wednesday, Sept. 25, at the Japanese Cultural Center
of Hawai‘i, to be followed by a ceremony at 1 p.m. to honor those killed in action
(KIA) or missing in action (MIA) from the Korean War and their families; and the
opening of the Japanese American Korean War exhibit at 2:15 p.m. in the Cultural
Center gallery.
According to JAKWV, 247 Japanese Americans from Hawai‘i were either killed in
action or are still missing in action from the Korean War. Of that number, about onethird were of Okinawan ancestry. Because of that substantial figure, the Hawaii

United Okinawa Association was asked to participate in the two-day tribute as an
“endorsing organization.” HUOA was the only cultural and community group asked
to participate in the tribute; the others are veterans groups. HUOA is being represented on the planning committee by 2001 President and current Interim Executive
Director Jimmy Iha, a Vietnam War veteran.
The exhibit in the Cultural Center gallery will consist of photos of the KIAs and
MIAs. Through the events, JAKWV hopes to make contact with the families of the
KIAs and MIAs whose photos are not in the exhibit and persuade them to share a
photo of their loved one so that all 247 men will be represented. At the request of
the JAKWV, Uchinanchu is publishing a list of the Hawai‘i Japanese American KIAs and
MIAs. JAKWV would like to invite their families to attend the memorial service on
Sept. 24, and the reception, ceremony and exhibit opening on Sept. 25. An RSVP to
JAKWV’s Hawai‘i contact, Maj. (retired) Stanley Igawa at 696-8998, is requested as
soon as possible.
Uchinanchu has also indicated the names of the men whose photos are not in the
exhibit with an asterisk. If family members can provide a photo, call Maj. Igawa,
who can also answer questions regarding the events.

In memory of the 247 Americans of Japanese ancestry who gave their lives during the Korean War, 1950–1953
Kazuaki Akazawa
Yutaka Jack Amano
Tatsuo Arai
*James Seifuku Arakaki
Seichi Arakaki *
*Wilfred H. Arakawa
*Hiroshi Asada
*Thomas T. Asato
*Harry M. Chinen
Hachiro Bob Endo
*Paul A. Eno
John Shigeru Eshima
Samuel Akira Fujii
Junichi Fujimoto
Hitoshi Fujita
Takeshi Fujita
Haruo Fukamizu
*Ralph T. Fukumoto
Yoshimi Fukumoto
Thomas Y. Funakoshi
Isaac Furukawa
*Seiken Ganeku
Mitsuru Goto
Raymond Goto
*Satoshi Goto
*Masao Goya
Gilbert M. Gushiken
Yoshinobu Gusukuma
Hiroshi Hagino
*Yoshio Hagiwara
Mitsuo Hamada
*Patrick K. Hamada, Jr.
Kenichi Hamaguchi
Rodney N. Hamaguchi
*Richard Y. Hayakawa
*Sadayasu Higa
*Yutaka Higa
*Walter Wataru Higashida

Aranari Arthur Hiraga
Edward K. Hirakawa
Rin Hiraoka
Louis Mitsuru Hirata
Jiro Hirokane
Jack A. Hiwatashi
Shigeo Hiyane
Tomio Honda
Tamiya Ikeda
Yoshio Ikeda
Mark M. Inokuchi
Edward M. Ishibashi
Hidemaro Saito Ishida
Mitsuyoshi Ishida
Wallace K. Ishikawa
Kiyoshi Ishimizu
Albert A. Ishimoto
Robert S. Ishimoto
Ray Ito
*Yukinobu Ito
*Yeikichi B. Itokazu
Osamu Iwami
Shogo Iwatsuru
*Isamu Izu
Franklin N. Izuo
*Fred T. Kanekura
*David T. Kaneshiro
*Harry Y. Kaneshiro
Hayato Kaneshiro
Jack S. Kaneshiro
Masayoshi Kawahara
*Suyeo Kawahara
*Masami Kawamura
William M. Kawashima
Minoru Kaya
*Masayuki Kihara
Seiki Kimura

Richard S. Kinoshita
*Hiroshi Kiriu
Tetsuo Kiyohiro
Robert S. Kobashigawa
*Takashi Kochi
Satoru Kojiri
Ken K. Kondo
Richard Yasuyuki Kono
Muneo Koshimizu
Sueo Koyanagi
*Arthur Masaru Kozuki
George M. Kumakura
Masaru Kumashiro
*Minoru Kunieda
*Susumu Kurosawa
Shigetoshi Kusuda
*Kiyomitsu Kutsunai
Shoso Kuwahara
Lawrence K. Machida
*Hanford K. Maeda
*Haruo Maeda
*Ralph S. Masatsugu
Heishin Matsuda
Holly T. Matsuda
Kumaji Matsuda
Joseph J. Matsunaga
Jun Matsushige
Jimmie H. Mayemura
George Y. Minakata
*Kenneth A. Misaki
*Alan T. Miyahira
*Samuel Sadao Miyahira
*Donald S. Miyajima
*Robert K. Miyamoto
Ichiro Roy Miyasaki
Wilbert Y. Miyasato
Daniel T. Miyashiro

*Tamotsu Miyashiro
Tomoyoshi Miyashiro
*Harry Yukito Miyata
*Shigeo Miyazaki
Tsunematsu Mizusawa
*Akeji Morinaga
James M. Morisako
Eiji Morishige
Tetsuo Moriuchi
Koichi Moriwaki
Fumio Moriyama
Haruo Moriyasu
Shizuo Motoyama
*Tadao Murakami
Tsukasa Muraoka
*Yukio Murata
Ernest Atsushi Nagai
Hiroshi Nagamine
*Hideo Nakama
*Seiso Nakama
Noboru Nakamura
Wataru Nakamura
Satoshi Nakasato
*Yeichi Nakasato
Roy Tatsuo Nakashima
Shinichi Nakata
*Seinojo R. Nakatani
Raymond J. Namba
*Lawrence Y. Nihei
Richard K. Nirei
*Richard K. Nishida
Warren T. Nishihara
*Charles Nishimura
Kenichi Nishiyama
Frederick M. Nitta
*Daniel J. Niwa
Tadashi Obana

Neil N. Ogasawara
*Suetoshi Ogata
Takeo Ogusuku
Arthur I. Okamura
Togo Okamura
Hisao Okimoto
*Clifford H. Okinaga
*Hiroshi Oku
Jitsuo Ono
Milton T. Onomura
*Alfred E. Oshiro
Edward Oshiro
Paul H. Oshiro
Mitsuyuki Ota
*Thomas N. Otaguro
Bill Masayuki Otomo
*Masaaki Saito
*Masaya Saito
*Tsugio Saito
Allen T. Sakamoto
James N. Sakamoto
Kenneth M. Sakamoto
Minoru Sasaki
Takeshi Sasaki
Michael Susumu Sato
Shoji Sato
Henry T. Senaha
*Hiroshi Shibao
Nobumi Shibao
Lawrence Y. Shima
Robert Shimabukuro
*Shingo Shimabukuro
Calvin Shimata
Kenneth Shimogawa
*Toshio Shimonoya
*Robert M. Shinde
*Nobuo Shishido
Takashi Shishido

Diamond Head Mortuary
J D Pomer

Herbert H. Suzuki
Horace S. Tabusa
Charles S. Tahara
Theodore Takafuji
Sam Osamu Takahara
George K. Takahashi
Richard M. Takahashi
Tohoru T. Takai
Herbert T. Takamatsu
Ben M. Takamoto
*Nobuyuki Takeshita
Harry F. Takeuchi
*Charles Y. Tamaru
*Kaname R. Tamashiro
Osamu Tamura
George H. Tanonaka
*Kiyoshi Tanouye
Yukiwo Tanouye
Shinji Tengan
Richard R. Tokunaga
*Daniel Takashi Toma
Haruo Tomita
*Casey N. Torikawa
Sadato Tosaki
Jack S. Tsuboi
*George Terumi Tsuji
*Sueo Tsunoda
Harry Tsuruoka
*Noboru Uehara
Seiho Uejo
*Mitsuo Uemura
*Yukio Ujimori
Archie M. Uno
Akira Uota
Paul Konomu Ura
Takaya Dixon Uragami
Robert Torao Uyeda
Alfred S. Uyehara
*Takeo Uyehara
Andrew R. Watada
*Richard M. Watanabe
Muneo Yaka
Nobuji Yamagata
*Tsugio Yamaguchi
Yeiji Yamaguchi
Timothy S. Yamakawa
Taketo Yamane
Harold S. Yamasaki
Joichi Yamashita
Gary K. Yasunaka
Thomas H. Yokomichi
Tetsumi Yokooji
Katashi Yokotake
*Itsuo Yoneshige
*Kanji Yoshida
Elmer J. Yoshihara
*Toshiharu Yoshikawa
Tatsuo Yoshino
*Shigeo G. Yoshioka
Don Ron Yumori
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HUOA STUDY TOUR SET FOR NOVEMBER
The Hawaii United Okinawa Association Study Tour
will depart Sunday, Nov. 10 for Okinawa and return to
Honolulu on Wed., Nov. 20 — with optional tours to
Kyushu or Honshu to follow. The 10-day Okinawa tour,
which also includes an optional Yaeyama tour, will be
led by Kaaren Takara of HUOA and Nadine Shimabukuro
of N & K Travel. For tour details, call the HUOA office at
676-5400.
Here are the Okinawa tour highlights.

Ogimi Bashofu Center
• Kunigami Busan Center for omiyage shopping
Fri., Nov. 15:
• Return to Naha, stopping at the coastline attraction
of Manza Mo Cape
• Lunch at Jimmy’s Bakery & Restaurant, owned by
longtime HUOA supporter Jimmy Inamine
• Five nights at Seibu Orion Hotel

Sun., Nov. 10: Depart Honolulu for Naha, Okinawa, via
Kansai Airport in Osaka, where tour members will
clear customs
Mon., Nov. 11: Arrive Naha International from Kansai;
two nights at Seibu Orion Hotel
Tues., Nov. 12:
• Visit Ken-Cho (Okinawa Prefectural Government)
building
• Tour of Shuri, ancient capital of the Ryukyu Kingdom:
pass through Shurei no Mon (Gate of Courtesy) and
Kankaimon (Gate of Joy) to Shuri Castle
• Okinawa Prefectural Museum
• World War II underground division headquarters of
the Japanese imperial navy
Wed., Nov. 13:
• Bus to Kin Town: flower presentation at the Toyama
Kyuzo statue (Toyama is known as the “Father of
Okinawan Immigration to Hawai‘i”), Kin Shonudo
(cave) where local awamori is stored
• Bus to Nago City: Nago Pineapple Park (pineapple
factory)
• Two nights at Busena Terrace Beach Resort
Thurs., Nov. 14:
• Bus to Hedo Misaki (cape), the northernmost
point of Okinawa island; bashofu-making at

Cornerstone of Peace

Sat., Nov. 16:
• Southern Okinawa tour, stopping first at Gyokusendo
Park-Ryukyu Okukumura
• Heiwa Kinendo (Peace Prayer and Memorial Hall)
• Okinawa Prefectural Peace Museum and Cornerstone
of Peace memorial wall, where the names of
Okinawans, Japanese and Americans killed during the
Battle of Okinawa are inscribed
• Mabuni Hill, where Commander Ushijima committed
suicide
• Himeyuri No To (Star Lily Memorial), built in memory
of the female high school students who served as
nurses for the Japanese military and were killed

GOYA TO YOUR HEALTH
Courtesy of MOA Okinawa Foundation
Earlier this year, officials with the MOA Okinawa Foundation visited Hawai‘i and
offered the use of the information, recipes and photos contained in their book, “True
Nutrition,” to the HUOA for the Uchinanchu newsletter. MOA Okinawa Foundation was
established in 1966. Its activities are based on the philosophy and ideology of Mokichi
Okada (1882-1955).
“When we looked deeply into Okinawa’s food culture, we discovered the existence
of various examples of beauty,” explained the MOA Okinawa Foundation. “True
Nutrition” was published to spotlight the relationship of food to health and longevity.
We begin this series with information on an Okinawan mainstay: goya, or bittermelon.
Goya has recently become available throughout the year, but is in season during the
June-September period. Goya is one of the most popular summer vegetables. It is rich
in carotene and vitamin C. This vegetable has different uses, for example, in stir-fried
dishes, stews, deep-fried dishes, pickles, juice and goya chips.
The key to cooking champuru is to stir-fry the ingredients quickly over a strong
heat to prevent excess evaporation from the vegetables and tofu. In the old days, lard
preserved in an earthenware pot was used. Currently, however, vegetable oil is
increasingly being used because it is more beneficial to health than lard.
It is conceivable that goya was brought to Okinawa from China in the 18th century.
Even at present, trellises are erected in front of houses in Okinawa to raise enough
goya for home consumption. At the same time, it provides excellent protection
against the sun.
GOYA CHAMPURU (bittermelon cooked with tofu)
Goya (21 oz.)
1 tsp. salt (for draining)
2 Tbsp. oil
1/2 block tofu
1 tsp. salt (as seasoning)
.28 oz. dried bonito flakes, or Dashinomoto
(dry soup base/seasoning) may be used
1) Wash goya and cut lengthwise into two pieces. Remove seeds and pulp with a
spoon. Cut into thin pieces and sprinkle with salt. Shake off excess water.
2) In a hot pan, heat oil. Break drained tofu into relatively large pieces and put them
into the pan. Fry tofu pieces over high heat and remove them when they are browned.
3) Add more oil to the pan and stir-fry goya. Add salt and bonito flakes followed by
pieces of tofu. Adjust seasoning and serve. (Serves 5 portions)

during the Battle of Okinawa; and adjacent Himeyuri
Peace Museum
Sun.–Tues., Nov. 17-19:
• Yaeyama optional tour for those with reservations;
free days for all others
Yaeyama Optional Tour
Mon., Nov. 18: Hour-long flight to Ishigaki; overnight at
the Hotel Miyahira
• Bus to Toujin Baka (Chinese Grave), a memorial to
128 Chinese laborers who took refuge on Ishigaki
and were protected by its residents after being shipwrecked with over 250 others who were being pursued by their British slavelords
• Tamatorizaki Observatory Platform, where both the
Pacific Ocean and East China Sea can be seen
• Yaeyama Palm Tree Groves in Yonehara
• Ryukyu Pearl Center at Kabira Bay, one of only two
sources in Japan for black cultured pearls; the other
is Funauki Bay in Iriomote, also in Okinawa
• Kabira Bay, one of the most beautiful spots on Ishigaki
• Mineya, Yaeyama minsaori fabric factory
Tues., Nov. 19: 15-minute ferry ride to Taketomi Island
• Glass-bottom boat tour to see the coral tables that
surround the island
• Hoshizuna Beach to see star-shaped sand
• Taketomi Visitor Center to see assorted corals
• In the center of town, return to the early days of
Okinawa in an ox-drawn cart; pass simple houses
with shiisaa on the orange kawara tile roofs and coral
limestone walls
• Kihouin Museum to see its folk document collection,
including 2,000-year-old coins and other artifacts
• Return to Naha and overnight at the Seibu Orion Hotel
Wed., Nov. 20: Depart Naha for return to Honolulu via
Fukuoka Airport

“OKINAWA PRIMETIME” PREMIERES ON NGN
Television can be a powerful medium in helping people understand their cultural
roots. For HUOA members, it can serve as a window to their ancestral homeland,
Okinawa.
With that in mind, the Worldwide Uchinanchu Business Association — WUB — is
launching “Okinawa Primetime,” a collection of Okinawan-themed programs with
English subtitles on NGN (Nippon Golden Network). “Okinawa Primetime” will
debut Saturday, Sept. 7, with the popular NHK drama, “Churasan,” which follows
the life of a young Okinawan girl. Other programs will provide insight into life in
Okinawa today. Another series, titled “Sekai no Uchinanchu” (Uchinanchu of the
World), will focus on the lives of Okinawans in places like Brazil, Peru, the
continental U.S., Hawai‘i and other locales. WUB will also spotlight activities in the
Okinawan community through a weekly calendar of events that will appear on NGN.
Set on an island in Okinawa, “Churasan” is the heartwarming story of a young
Okinawan girl named Eri, whose family runs a small inn. Eri epitomizes the spirit
of chura, or true beauty, in her heart — her cheerful and energetic personality
attracting others with similar personalities. The drama traces Eri’s childhood
friendship with a boy from Tokyo who visits Okinawa and the challenges faced by
her family. The series stars Kuninaka Ryoko, Sakai Masaaki and Tanaka Yoshiko.
“Churasan” will air every Saturday through Oct. 5.
According to Randy Kuba, one of the founders of “Okinawa Primetime,” NGN is
an ideal channel for this type of programming. More than 17,000 households
already subscribe to NGN, which features around-the-clock premium Japanese
television exclusively on Oceanic Time Warner Cable of Hawaii. Kuba described
NGN as “grass roots-supported,” with people themselves supporting the programming as subscribers. He said viewers and community sponsors can thus play a role
in the showing in Hawaii of “Okinawa Primetime,” which is sure to be appreciated
by HUOA families of all ages.
Subscriber forms will be available at the WUB tent at the Okinawan Festival as
well as at WUB’s “A Taste of Okinawa” fundraiser which will be held at the Queen
Kapiolani Hotel after the Festival closes on Sunday, Sept. 1.
NGN will be offering a special promotion in celebration of the Okinawan
Festival’s 20th anniversary. For each new subscription purchased at either the
Festival or the fundraiser, NGN and Oceanic will donate the first month’s subscription fee of $15.95 to HUOA, offer free upgrades, an additional month of NGN free
— and automatically enter the new subscriber in a drawing for a five-day, fournight Las Vegas getaway for two via Vacations Hawaii, including airfare, hotel
accommodations and meals at participating Boyd Gaming Corporation hotels in
Las Vegas.
For more information on “Okinawa Primetime” and other promotional offers,
call NGN, Monday through Friday, between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m., at 538-1966.
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MARK YOUR CALENDAR!

“HAWAII OKINAWA TODAY” (HOT) SCHEDULE

Aug. 23 & 24: Maui Okinawan Festival. Friday, 5-9:30 p.m., and Saturday,
3 p.m.–9:30 p.m. @ the Rinzai Zen Mission in Paia.
Aug. 24:

Hui Makaala Golf Tournament. Shotgun start at 12:30 p.m.
@ Kapolei Golf Club and Resort (registration starts at 11 a.m.).

Aug. 26:

Administration Committee meeting. 7 p.m. @ HOC (Higa Building).

Aug. 27:

Communication & Information Committee meeting. 6:30 p.m.
@ HOC (Higa Building).

Aug. 27:

Karaoke Club. 6:30 p.m. @ HOC (Teruya Pavilion).

Aug. 31 & Sept. 1:
20th annual Okinawan Festival @ Kapi‘olani Park bandstand.
Sept. 2:

For more information on the HUOA video team, or “Hawaii Okinawa Today” programs,
call Henry Isara at 595-2773 or e-mail him at henryisara@hotmail.com.

HOC closed for Labor Day holiday.

Sept. 2:

Okinawan Festival clean-up @ Kapi‘olani Park.

Sept. 9:

Executive Council meeting. 7 p.m. @ HOC (Higa Building).

The following is the tentative program schedule for “Hawaii Okinawa Today” for August
and September. In July, ‘Olelo: The Corporation for Community Television moved
“Hawaii Okinawa Today” to Monday evenings from 7 to 8 p.m. The program, which is a
production of the HUOA’s video team, continues to be shown on Oceanic Cable Channel 52.
The latest schedule information on “Hawaii Okinawa Today” is also available on the
HUOA’s website — www.huoa.org — or by tuning in to Keiko Ura’s radio program on
KZOO on Sundays from 4:30 to 5 p.m.

Aug. 5:

Premiere showing of the 2001 Okinawan Festival, Part 2 (held Sept. 1 and 2,
2001, at the Kapiolani Park Bandstand), featuring Mamoru Miyagi and
Heshikiya Eisa Hozon Kai; Ryukyu Kobudo Taiko - Hawaii Shibu and students
from the Majikina Honryu Buyo Dojo.

Aug. 12:

Premiere showing of the 2001 Okinawan Festival, Part 3 (held Sept. 1 and 2,
2001, at the Kapiolani Park Bandstand), featuring the Radio Okinawa performers, students from the Kikue Kaneshiro Ryubu Kenkyukai, Okinawa Buyo
Club and Ryukyukoku Matsuri Daiko Hawaii.

Aug. 19:

Premiere showing of the 2001 Okinawan Festival, Part 4 (held Sept. 1 and 2,
2001, at the Kapiolani Park Bandstand), featuring Jimpu Kai U.S.A. Kin
Ryosho Geino Kenkyusho, Paranku Clubs of Hawaii, Teishin Kai - Hawaii
Shibu and the Nuuanu YMCA Okinawa Karate Club.

Aug. 26:

2002 Okinawan Festival preview show (premiere show) featuring several of
the 2002 Okinawan Festival performers.

Sept. 2:

Premiere showing of Okinawa’s Sadao China and friends’ performance for
Okinawan Club members at the Lanakila Multi-purpose Senior Center on
April 11, 2001.

Sept. 9:

Repeat showing of Part 2 of the Sept. 2000 Jon Nakamatsu recital.

Through Sept.10:
“Work in Progress” Showcase featuring Hawaii Okinawa Restaurant
project; A‘ala Business District (1920-1950), Hawaii Internment
and Hawaii Genealogy projects. 10 a.m.-4 p.m. in the Japanese
Cultural Center of Hawaii Community Gallery.
Sept. 11:

Flower arrangement class. 7 p.m. @ HOC (Higa Building).

Sept. 21:

Okinawan Genealogical Society of Hawaii meeting. 9 a.m.–12 noon
@ HOC (Teruya Pavilion mezzanine). Call HUOA office to confirm, 676-5400.

Sept. 21:

Autumn Dance Matsuri. 5:30-10 p.m. @ HOC (Teruya Pavilion).
Free admission.

Sept. 23:

Administration Committee meeting. 7 p.m. @ HOC (Higa Building).

Sept. 24:

Communication & Information Committee meeting. 6:30 p.m.

Sept. 24:

Karaoke Club. 6:30 p.m. @ HOC (Teruya Pavilion).

Oct. 6:

“Churashima Hawaii Ni Mau” benefit performance for HUOA by the

@ HOC (Higa Building).

Majikina Yuiko Ryubu Dojo. 2 p.m. at the HOC (Teruya Pavilion).
Admission: $10; Aloha Party to follow: $15.
Oct. 7:

Programs Committee meeting. 7 p.m. @ HOC (Higa Building).

Oct. 9:

Flower arrangement class. 7 p.m. @ HOC (Higa Building).

Oct. 14:

HOC closed for Discoverers Day holiday.

Oct. 19:

Okinawan Genealogical Society of Hawaii meeting. 9 a.m.-12 noon

Sept. 16: Repeat showing of Part 2 of the Year 2000 HUOA Study Tour to Okinawa in
Nov. 2000.

@ HOC (Teruya Pavilion mezzanine). Call HUOA office to confirm, 676-5400.
Oct. 20:

Hui Makaala Fashion Show. 12 noon @ Sheraton-Waikiki Hotel,
Hawaii Ballroom (boutique opens at 9 a.m., doors open at 11:30).
Tickets: $45. Call 521-3106.

Oct. 21:

Board of Directors meeting. 7 p.m. @ HOC (Teruya Pavilion).

Oct. 28:

Administration Committee meeting. 7 p.m. @ HOC (Higa Building).

Oct. 29:

Communication & Information Committee meeting. 6:30 p.m.

Oct. 29:

Karaoke Club. 6:30 p.m. @ HOC (Teruya Pavilion).

@ HOC (Higa Building).

Sept. 23: Premiere showing of the 2001 Okinawan Festival, Part 5 (held Sept. 1 and 2,
2001, at the Kapiolani Park Bandstand), featuring the Tamagusuku Ryu Senju
Kai, Afuso-ryu Hawaii Sandaa Kai, Ryukyu Sokyoku Koyo Kai (Jane Kaneshiro
Sozan Kai, Bonnie Miyashiro Soho Kai and Toyoko Toma Sokyoku Koyo Kai)
and the Happy Seniors Dancing Club.
Sept. 30: Premiere showing of the 2001 Okinawan Festival, Part 6 (held Sept. 1 and 2,
2001, at the Kapiolani Park Bandstand), featuring Ryusei Honryu Yanagi No
Kai - Hawaii Shibu, Nomura-ryu Ongaku Kyokai (Nomura-ryu Ongaku Hozon
Kai and Ryukyu Sokyoko Koyo Kai - Hawaii Shibu), Kilauea Okinawa Dance
Group and Hawaii Senbu Kan (karate).

A Catered Experience

